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Abstract 
The most abundant structural protein m mammalian tissues, Type I Collagen 
monomer, a long rope of 300 nm in length and 1.5 nm in diameter, can self-assemble into 
different three-dimensional stTuctures with multiple functions as diverse as transparent 
con1ea, tough tendon, and strong bone. Although the microscopic structure of the 
monomer and the macroscopic structures of some higher hierarchical assembled fibrils 
have been characterized during the past years, the fonnation of these higher hierarchical 
str-uctures, and the emergence of their bioactivities on the nano-to-mesoscale, arc still not 
so clear. In our work, AFM (atomic force microscopy) was applied in vitro, primarily as a 
imaging tool to investigate the self-assembled protofibril patterns (bottom-up method), 
and also as a 'molecular broom' to create monomer bundle patterns under appropriate 
force (top-down method). We believe those unique discoveries in om· lab will definitely 
cast light on the understanding of the in vivo self-assembly and related structure-property 
relationships of collagen, and provide a functional surface coating method for tissue 
engineering and cell study. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction of collagen and Atomic Force Microscopy 
1.1 Collagen 
Collagens are the major constituents of the connective tissues of multicellular 
animals.Ll-5] As the most important extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins found in a wide 
range of vertebrates and invertebrates, collagen fibrils act as both solid state regulators 
for cellular function and scaffolding of the tissue architecture, particularly in large 
vertebrates. [ 1-13 J 
Collagens are 1nostly synthesized by fibroblasts in the cell and then are secreted 
into the extracellular matrix (ECM) as procollagens, which are the precursors of 
tropocollagens. As shown in Fig.l.l, pro collagens are synthesized as three polypeptide 
chains wound into a triple helical section in the middle and are converted into 
tropocollagens by the removal of the N-propeptides and C-propeptides by procollagen N-
proteinase and procollagen C-proteinase respectively in the extracellular environment. It 
is assumed that the C-propeptides and N-propeptides on the ends of procollagen play an 
i1nportant role to regulate the fom1ation of the triple helix in the cell. The obtained 
tropocollagens, which are also called collagen monomers , the molecular units of collagen 
fibrils , are probably the longest protein molecules known so far. Tropocollagen consists 
of three polypeptide chains coiled around each other and thus fonns a triple helix 
throughout most of the rope-like structure. There are more than 20 types of different 
collagens in animal tissues, and most of the tropocollagens are long ropes of a dia1neter 
1 
- Procollagen ,a 
I Propep'tide cle:avtitge 
Procoll:aaen ] \'-Proteinase,... Procollagen C'-Prot:ein~"l:se 
~ 1_ Siiiii TropocoU~"l:gn ..(" 1 _f)) 
~ ... £&'"''"""'""" """'lf::..~ 
• ~ . t t·· • 
. lV-Propeptnles : C-PropejJ-tides 
J\T-TcloJ:lep'tidcs C-Telopept:ides 
Fibril f"ort:nati.on 
t Lysyl oxidase crosslinking 
Figure 1.1 Extracellular events in the synthesis of fibrillar collagens. 
Procollagen consists of a 300 mn triple helix domain flanked by a trimeric 
globular C-propcptide domain (the right hand side of the diagram) and a 
tri1neric N-propeptidc domain (the left hand side of the diagram). Procollagen 
is secreted from cells and is converted into collagen by the re1noval of the 
N- and C-propeptides by procollagen N-proteinase and procollagen C-
proteinase respectively. Collagen monomers generated in the reaction 
spontaneously self-assemble into D-banded fibrils that occur in the 
extracellular matrix of connective tissues. The fibrils arc stabilized by 
covalent crosslinking that is initiated by oxidative dcmnination of specific 
lysine and hydroxylysinc residues in collagen by lysyl oxidase. [ t ] 
2 
about 1.5 nm and a length ranging from 150 nm to 400 nm, although some tropocollagens 
have globular dornains on C-tcrminal and/or N-tcrminal besides the rod-like structure. 
[1 ,14-26] Ilowevcr, despite the overall rod structure, different types of collagens are 
distributed in diffcr.cnt organisms to perfonn their unique functions due to their structural 
difference. Type I collagen was mostly found in tendons and bone and was assumed to be 
the most important scaffold for bone's mineralization. It can also function as healing 
agent mnong the scar tissues in skins. Type II and Type XI collagens were found in 
cartilage and could be important for bone's growth and repairing. Type III, Type V and 
Type VI collagens were proposed to be crucial for the initial fonnation of the 
extracellular n1atrix (ECM) since they were mostly produced by young fibroblasts . Type 
IV collagens can fonn eye lens in cornea when they arc properly arranged and thus 
achieve high optical transparency. Type X collagen was also assu1ned to be crucial for 
bone's formation by mineralizing cartilage.[13 -26] 
Among all of the collagens, Type I collagen is distinguished by its abundance in 
1nammalian organisms.L27-31j Also, Type I Collagen is mnong several types of collagens 
that can sclf-assen1blc into fibrils of the 67 nm characteristic axial periodicity, or D-
banding. As 1nentioncd above, Type I procollagen is synthesized as three polypeptide 
chains in the cell, and each chain consists of around 1500 mnino acid residues and is of a 
1nass around 140 kDal. The three polypeptide chains arc two identical a1(I) chains and 
one a 2(I) chain. The a1(I) and a 2(I) chains are very similar, but their primary structures are 
coded by separate genes. On the ends of one polypeptide chain of Type I procollagen, the 
N-propeptide of 150 amino residues and C-propeptide of 250 amino acid residues are of a 
3 
total mass around 45 kDal. The three C-propeptides and the three N-propeptides all adopt 
a globular conformation and are stabilized by intrachain and intcrchain disulfide bonds. It 
is assumed that the globular C-propcptides and N-propcptides play an in1.portant role in 
regulating the formation of the triple helical section. After the removal of the N-
propeptides and C-propeptides in the extracellular matrix (ECM), the obtained Type I 
tropocollagen is a long rope of 300 nm in length and 1.5 nm in diameter, consists of three 
polypeptide chains coiled around each other, and thus forms a triple helix throughout 
95o/o of its length. As a matter of fact, each polypeptide chain of Type I tropocollagen still 
has a rnolecular weight of approxin1.atcly 95 kDal and a little more than 1000 amino acid 
residues. The three polypeptide chains by themselves are in a left-handed helical 
confonnation, and wind around each other into a right-handed super triple helix with a 
periodic supcrcoil pitch around 8 llli1..[1,14-32] 
Like most proteins, the triple helix of Type I tropocollagen is stabilized by 
interchain hydrogen bonds and entropic forces under physiological conditions. Hydrogen 
donors in most of the hydrogen bonds are NH groups from glycine residues and hydrogen 
acceptors arc the carboxyl groups fron1. other residues on different chains.[l4] In every 
single chain of the unique helical structure of Type I collagen, every three amino acid 
residues must be a glycine to adapt the final triple-helical structurc.[l,l4-32] As the 
smallest amino acid, glycine, is quite conserved in all collagen helices because other 
amino acid residues are too big to be accommodated, which is also the truth in the 
cytochrome c family.[33-35] Other than glycine, other abundantly existing residues are 
most likely to be 4-hydroxyproline and 5-hydroxylysine. It was reported that those 
4 
+ Oz + coo-
prolyl residue 2-oxo glutarate 
prolyl hydroxylase 
vitamin C 
+ + -ooc CH 2 CH2 coo-
4-hydroxyprolyl residue succinic acid 
Figure 1.2 The mechanism of hydroxylation of prolyl residue into 4-
hydroxyprolyl by 0 2 , 2-oxo glutarate catalyzed by prolyl hydroxylase with 
vitamin Cas cofactor. [ 14, 15,26] 
hydroxy proteins can not be assitnilatcd frmn outer environn1ent, and that hydroxylation 
of the appropriate prolyl and lysyl residues to 4-hydroxyprolyl, 3-hydroxyprolyl, and 5-
hydroxylysyl residues is a modification required inside the cell to ensure proper folding 
and assembly of procollagen. [ 15 ,26] Many experiments proved that hydroxylation of the 
appropriate proly l residues are especially important to stabilize the helical structure by 
ex tra hydrogen bonds between prolyl residues and hydroxyprolyl residues. [36,3 7] Fig.1.2 
shows the hydroxylation process of prolyl residues by 0 2, 2-oxo glutarate, which is 
catalyzed by prolyl hydroxylase with vitamin C, also called ascorbic acid, as a cofactor. 
During the evolution process from cold-blooded anin1als to wann-bloodcd anitnals, the 
5 
total content of prolyl and hydroxyprolyl residues increases drastically. It was reported 
that Tm, the temperature at which collagen molecules lose half of the helical structure, 
increases fron1 16 oc for the collagen molecules frmn cod fish, to 39 oc for the collagen 
molecules frmn calf skin, with a huge increase of the total content of prolyl and 
hydroxyprolyl residues from 155 residues/1 000 residues to 232 residues/1 000 residues. 
l38J Another famous example is the disease, scurvy, caused by vitamin C deficiency. 
Vitamin C deficiency results in an underhydroxylation of proline and lysine in collagen, 
and consequently causes a breakdown of the protein collagen needed for connective 
tissue, bones and dentin, the major portion of teeth. The symptom of the disease is: gums 
deteriorate and bleed, with loss of teeth; skin discolors; and wounds do not heal. This was 
notorious in the British Royal Navy, where sailors were deprived of fresh fruits and 
vegetables during long voyages. However, this disease can be effectively prevented by 
taking green vegetables or citrus fruit juices.[36] Other than the interchain hydrogen 
bonds among the collagen molecules, the tropocollagen helix is also stabilized by the 
entropy force (the spatial repulsion) of the pyrrole rings on prolyl and hydroxyprolyl 
residues .[14] 
We discussed a lot about the main part, the triple helix, on Type I tropocollagen 
above. However, the 17 N-tenninal residues and the 26 C-tenninal residues (see Fig.1.1 ), 
which arc called telopeptides and are assumed to provide self-asse1nbly infonnation into 
fibrils of 67 nm axial periodicity (D-period), do not have glycine as every third residue. 
[1 ,32,39-42] From electron micrograph analysis of fibrils reconstituted in vitro from 
tendon and skin Type I collagen, a model of the axial packing arrangement of triple-
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Figure 1.3 Mechanis1n of covalent crosslinking of Type I Collagen fibrils. 
This process involves oxidative deamination of lysyl residues into lysyl 
aldehydes catalyzed by lysyl oxidase. The fanned lysyl aldehydes can be 
covalently crosslinked through aldol condensation, which could strongly 
reinforce the fibrils. A secondary crosslink could also happen by 
condensation between the lysyl alcoholic aldehyde and a histidine or the£-
amino group of an unmodified lysine. ll4A5 -49 j 
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helical collagen molecules was proposed: the tropocollagen molecules assetnble in a 
parallel array with a staggered association of D-period (234 mnino acid residues) to give 
rise to the D-pcriodic nature of the collagen fibrils.[l ,32,43 ,44] 
As shown in Fig.l.l, covalent eros slinking of Type I Collagen fibrils occurs in the 
nonhelical regions (telopeptides) at the ends of the triple helix. As shown in Fig.1.3 , this 
process inv olves oxidative deamination of specific lysine or hydroxylysine residues into 
lysyl and hydroxylysyl aldehydes catalyzed by lysyl oxidase. The catalytic activity of 
lysyl oxidase is dependent on strict steric requirements and usually modifies lysine or 
hydroxylysine residues on the terminals of collagen 1nolccules, which could account for 
the the staggered arrangement of collagen 1noleculcs in the Type I collagen fibrils. From 
Fig.l.3 , the formed lysyl aldehydes catalyzed by lysyl oxidase can be covalently 
crosslinked by aldol condensation, which could strongly reinforce the fibrils . However, a 
secondary crosslink could also happen by condensation between the lysyl alcoholic 
aldehyde and a histidine or the £-amino group of an unmodified lysine as shown in 
Fig.1.3. [1 , 14,45-49] 
Besides their abundance in ani1nals' bodies, collagens arc unique because they arc 
n1ultifunctional proteins. The size, shape, and arrangement of the fibrils are important to 
determine tissues' functions. The hierarchical structures of many different types of 
collagen fibrils have been studied for 1nany years to illustrate the relationship between 
their inherent spatial arrangement and the mechanical and physical properties of related 
tissues. For instance, in the optically transparent cornea narrow fibrils around 20 nm in 
width are precisely arranged in orthogonal arrays, whereas in mature tendon of high 
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tensile strength, large fibrils around 500 nm in diameter are arranged in parallel bundles 
of a high density around 108 fibrils /mm3 and such fibrils are also stabilized by the 
covalent crosslinkin.g discussed above. [1 ,40,50,51] More examples about hierarchical 
arrangc1ncnt of collagen fibrils can1c from the biomineralization in anin1als' bones and 
dentins . During the biomineralization process, parallel collagen fibril bundles of a high 
density are assu1ned to provide potential scaffolds for 1nineralization. It was reported that 
hydroxyapatite {Ca, o(P04)6(0H)2} is first nucleated in specific sites of the D -banding 
fibrils , and then grows into mineral platelets within the collagen fibrils in a highly 
organized staggered ITiaiU1er.[52,53] Lots of cxpcri1ncnts have been done to characterize 
the structures of tissues like tendons , bones of high hierarchy, and also to investigate the 
Incchanisins to forn1 those structures . [54-59] 
As we discussed before, the 1nicroscopic structure of the 1nany types of collagen 
monon1ers have been characterized by different methods, and ev en the genes to express 
those proteins hav e also been discovered one by one.[14-26,38,60-66] And nowadays, 
scientists also know a lot about the fine structures of the connectiv e tissues such as 
tendons, bones, and den tins, with the progress in analytical instnnnents. [50,54-59,67-71] 
However, in the extracellular environment, how collagen 1nono1ncrs at a nanoscale sclf-
asseinble into higher hierarchical structures, like protofibrils, at a n1esoscalc, with the 
c1nergcnce of new bioactivities is still not so clear. Many cxpcrin1cnts have been focused 
on the collagen fibrils reconstituted in vitro to illustrate the truth unden1eath the fine 
construction accomplished by nature in vivo. Based on all of those inspirations from the 
reconstitution experin1ents in vitro , we joined this procession and tried to dig things 
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deeper. We hope that our work will not bring more controversies to this already 
confusing area, but definitely cast some light on the understanding of the in vivo self-
assembly and related structure-property relationships of collagen and provide potential 
applications. 
1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Scanning probe microscopes (SPM), representing the most advanced analytical 
instruments invented so far, since first developed by G. Binnig and coworkers in 1982 at 
IBM in Zurich, have been widely applied to image and manipulate materials at 
nanoscales.[72-83] In general, SPM images are obtained by scam1ing a sharp probe 
across a surface while monitoring and compiling the tip-sample interactions to provide an 
image. The three primary members of the SPM family are STM (Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy), AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy), and SNOM (Scam1ing Ncar-Field 
Optical Microscopy).[72-74] Although scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) can image 
and measure material surface morphology with atomic resolution and can even 
manipulate single atoms, the application of STM absolutely depends on tu1meling current 
between the STM tip and the sample and thus only good electrical conductors can be 
good samples for imaging. [72] However, as the most important member of the SPM 
family, atomic force microscopy (AFM), since first invented by G. Binnig, C. F. Quate, 
and Ch. Gerber in 1986, has been applied in much wider area compared to STM because 
AFM is also able to image atomic scale features on insulating surfaces including 
biological samples under physiological conditions.[74-77,80,81] 
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A simplified work mechanism of AFM is shown in Fig.1.4. The vertical direction 
is defined · by the z-axis and the Lateral plane is defined by the x axis and the y axis as 
shown. During an AFM imaging process, a small sharp tip of a radius of curvature less 
than 10 run and a height around L 5 f.!m is attached to one end of a cantilever of a Length of 
around 200 f.!m. When the tip is brought into close proximity with a sample surface, the 
forces acting between the AFM tip and the sample will result in a bend of the cantilever. 
A laser beam is focused on the back of the cantilever and reflects into a four-quadrant 
photodetector. Vertical forces deflect the cantilever up or down, lateral forces twist the 
cantilever left and right. The vertical bend and the Lateral twist of the cantilever arc 
simultaneously and independently measured by monitoring the deflection of the reflected 
laser beam. 
During the imaging process, the interaction between the AFM tip and the sample 
ts always maintained constant by bringing the cantilever up or down while the tip is 
scanning the sample's surface line by line. The vertical position of the cantilever can be 
located and controlled by a z-axis piezoelectric actuator and the lateral position of the tip 
is on can also be located by a lateral controller that is usually also made of two 
piezoelectric actuators. Atomic and even sub-atomic accuracy in positioning is obtained 
if piezoelectric actuators arc employed. Utilizing the inverse piezoelectric effect, a 
driving voltage applied to the electrodes of the piezoelectric actuator can be converted 
directly into elongations and contractions of the actuator. With a suitable arrangement of 
the piezoelectric actuators with the AFM sample and the AFM cantilever, a three 
dimensional position of the AFM cantilever can be achieved. During the imaging 
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Figure 1.4 
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A simplified schematic of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The 
laboratory coordinates arc defined by x- andy-axis, and z-axis, the vertical direction. 
A small sharp tip is attached to one end of a long cantilever. When the tip is brought 
into close proximity with a sample surface, the forces acting between the AFM tip 
and the sample will result in a bend of the cantilever. A laser beam is focused on the 
back of the cantilever and reflects into a four-quadrant photodetector to detect the 
bend of the the cantilever. The vertical position of the cantilever can be located and 
controlled by a z-axis piezoelectric actuator and the lateral position of the san1plc the 
tip is on can also be located by a lateral controller. During the imaging process, a 
feedback loop is used to communicate with the four-quadrant photodetector and z-
axis piezoelectric actuator to maintain the interaction between the AFM tip and the 
sample constant by ordering the piezoelectric actuator to bring the cantilever up or 
down while the tip is scanning the sample's surface line by line. Finally, series of 
data about the three dimensional position of the AFM cantilever on the scanned area 
can be converted into the sample's topographical image shown in the right. 
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process, a feedback loop is used to communicate with the four-quadrant photodetector 
and z-axis piezoelectric actuator to maintain the interaction between the AFM tip and the 
sample constant by ordering the piezoelectric actuator to bring the cantilever up or down. 
Finally, series of data about the three dimensional position of the AFM cantilever on the 
scam1ed area can be converted into the sample's topographical image. 
Since the imaging process is actually the interaction process of an AFM tip and a 
sample's surface, it is very important to understand such interaction process. As a matter 
of fact, there are different force regimes in which forces can be measured with AFM. 
Fig.l.5 describes vertical forces typically experienced by the tip as the cantilever is 
brought toward a sample surface. Two force regnnes can be distinguished, of which one 
is the 'attractive regime', where interaction forces such as van der Waals and electrostatic 
attract the tip to the sa1nple but actual1nechanical contact docs not occur, and the other is 
the 'contact regime', where the tip is actually contacting the sample's surface and the outer 
electronic configuration of tip and sample atoms provide electrostatic and Pauli repulsive 
forces. While the cantilever is brought close to the sa1nple from the 'attractive regime', the 
'contact regime' is reached by a irreversible snap in where the attractive force gradient 
exceeds the sprn1g constant of the cantilever. However, while the cantilever is brought 
away from the san1ple when the tip is touching the sample's surface, frnally, the 'attractive 
regime' is retL1n1ed by a irreversible snap out where the tensile load on the cantilever 
overcomes the adhesion between the AFM tip and the sample. In fact, the 'contact regime' 
is normally an AFM's work regime in which a stable imaging experiment could be 
conducted. In the 'contact regime', Hooke's Law has to be abided by: F = -k x x, where F 
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Figure 1.5 Vertical force experienced by the cantilever vs cantilever-sample 
displacement. This displacement is measured between the sample and the rigidly held 
rear end of the cantilever (opposite to the end with the tip). Of two regimes on the force 
curve one is the 'attractive regime' where the AFM tip has no actual mechanical contact 
with sample, and the other is the 'contact regime' where the tip is actually contacting the 
sample. A: the lever and sample are initially far apart and no forces act. While the lever 
is brought close to the sample, the tip senses attractive (negative) forces that cause the 
end of the lever to bend downward. B: the attractive force gradient exceeds the spring 
constant of the lever at this point, and causes the tip to snap into contact with the 
sample. C: the lever-sample displacement can continue to be reduced. The tip is in 
repulsive contact with the sample, the front end of the lever is pushed further upward by 
positive forces . D: the motion is reversed. Adhesion between the tip and sample 
maintains the contact although there is now a tensil (negative) load. E: finally the tensile 
load overcomes the adhesion and the tip snaps out of contact with the sample. [84J 
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is the force exerted from a sample on an AFM tip, k is the spnng constant of the 
cantilever, and x is the cantilever deflection or tip-sample separation. By applying 
Hooke's Law, the force between the tip and the sample is able to be calculated, which is 
especially important to control the force exerted fi-om the AFM tip on samples. 
As mentioned before, during the imaging process, the interaction between the 
AFM tip and the sample is always maintained constant by the feedback loop to control 
the z-piezoelectric actuator and thus to adjust the cantilever in real time. However, in the 
real experiment, there are several different imaging modes where the constant interaction 
between the AFM tip and the sample is defined differently. As the very first AFM 
operation Mode, Contact Mode, also called Constant Force Mode, since perfom1ed by 
Binnig and coworkers in 1986, has become one of the most popular scanning probe 
modes.[74] In Contact Mode, AFM operates by rastcring the tip across the sample and 
the tip is always in the 'contact regime' shown in Fig.l.5. A constant but extremely low 
force at a scale of nanonewtons, is maintained on the tip from the sample, and the 
feedback loop keeps the actual vertical cantilever deflection constant by suitably adapting 
the tip-sample separation continuously during scanning. And of course, the topographic 
image of the scmmcd area can be obtained finally. Moreover, besides the topographic 
image of the sample, in many AFM machines nowadays, the lateral force image can also 
be collected. [84-86] As we discussed before, the vertical bend and the lateral twist of the 
cantilever are simultaneously and independently measured by monitoring the deflection 
of the reflected laser beam. Features that are not necessarily topographically distinct can 
show contrast in the lateral force signal due to different friction characteristics. It is 
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obvious that AFM is a very convenient method to analyze friction at an atomic or a 
nanometer scale because at a constant vertical loading force experienced by the AFM tip, 
the lateral force could be varied on local areas with different chemical compositions. The 
lateral force image has been collected on a large variety of samples and has proven 
capable of providing important information about the friction coefficient of materials. 
l84-88 J 
Although imaging in Contact Mode has proven successful, it is not that good for 
biological samples, and even some soft polymers without any bioactivities. It is widely 
accepted that a force not exceeding 1 o-11 N might not disturb most of the biological 
surfaccs.[89,90] The constant downward force on the tip often damages (or at least 
changes) many softer surfaces. In contact mode, biological samples like collagens, DNA, 
and cells, arc often destroyed or at least pushed out of the field of view by the rastering 
tip. This problem has been well resolved by the development of AC Mode AFM[91-93], 
which could also appear in literatures as intermittent contact mode AFM, or Tapping 
Mode AFMl84J. In AC Mode, the cantilever is driven by the z-piezoelectric actuator to 
oscillate at a frequency close to its main resonant frequency with a certain amplitude and 
exhibiting a certain phase shift with respect to the driving signal applied to the 
piezoelectric actuator. However, while the AFM tip is intermittently tapping the sample's 
surface, the repulsive forces on the tip during intermittent contact lower the oscillation 
amplitude and change the phase shift. 
In AC Mode, the interaction between the AFM tip and the sample is quantified by 
the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever. So, during the imaging process, the AFM tip-
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cantilever assembly oscillates and the tip lightly taps the sample surface while the 
oscillation mnplitudc is always maintained constant, and finally the topographic image of 
the sample can be obtained. In AC Mode, the AFM tip only touches the sample at the 
bottmn of each oscillation, and even during the intermittent contact, the energy 
transferred from the oscillating probe to the sample surface is very much lower than that 
in Contact Mode. One can find that imaging in AC Mode is especially suitable for the 
analysis of delicate samples , prevents damage to soft specimens, and avoids the pushing 
of specimens around on the substrate. Similar to the lateral force image in Contact Mode, 
in AC Mode, we can obtain the phase image. During the AC Mode imaging, the phase 
shift of the cantilever with respect to the driving signal applied to the piezoelectric 
actuator is also collected simultaneously and independently. Materials with different 
chc1nical compositions could be of different elasticities, which can definitely cause a 
different phase shift of the cantilever. Like in the lateral force image, features that are not 
necessarily topographically distinct could show huge contrast in the phase image due to 
different chemical cmnpositions.[94-95] 
It must be pointed out that when the tip is in the 'contact regime' with a sample, for 
a typical tip radius, a nonnal load, and a reasonable elastic constant, the contact area of 
the tip is not just a single atom. For example, it is reported a 20 nn1 radius silicon nitride 
tip experiencing a 1 nN load on a mica sample produces a contact area involving nearly 
15 mica unit cells. [84 J If adhesion between the AFM tip and sample is taken into 
account, the contact area is even larger and can ensure a substantial contact area even at 
the lowest possible applied loads. Since the AFM imaging process is a result of the 
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Figure 1.6 An illustration of the AFM imaging process for a spherical sample 
on a flat surface with a parabolic tip . The AFM tip with a radius of the apex 
curvature around 10 mn crosses a spherical sample with a radius of 5 nm from 
A to E. The convolution simulation of the tip and sample geometries results in 
the image shown in F, which shows a structure that is grossly broadened three 
times although the height of the spherical sample remains. 
interaction between tip and sample, the image obtained is a convolution of the tip and 
sample gcometrics.[96-99] The term, convolution, is used to describe the distortions 
caused by the fmite size of the AFM tip, and is of the same meaning as other terms like 
tip artifact or sample broadening, for the same distortion symptom of AFM images . 
Fig.1.6 shows a simulated example of what convolution is and what a convoluted image 
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could be. During the in1aging process, the AFM tip with a radius of the apex curvature 
around 10 mn crosses a spherical sample with a radius of 5 nm. The tip radius is typical 
for many of the cmnn1crcially available probes while the sample size is typical of 
colloidal gold particles used for calibration purposcs.[97] The convolution simulation of 
the tip and sample geometries results in the i1nage shown in Fig. l.6 F, which shows a 
structure that is grossly broadened 3 times although the height of the spherical sample 
remains accurate. 
To reduce the effect of the tip geometry, substantial efforts have been directed 
towards the problem. Above all, making smaller probe tips with suitable material is 
always dcsirablc.[97] The first commercially available AFM tips were made of silicon 
nitride and were square pyramidal in shape with typical radius at the tip apex of 
approximately 30 11111.[97,100] Nowadays, novel manufacturing techniques such as 
electron beam deposition, crystal growth, ion beam etching, and field-emission induced 
growth, have produced tips with higher aspect ratio, and the sn1all radii up to 1-2 nm. 
[94,95,101-114j Moreover, many simple algorithms have been applied to separate out the 
tip and sa1nple in the obtained raw AFM images, which is usually called a deconvolution 
process. Based on the actual tip geometry characterized by scanning electron micrographs 
(SEM), the new algoritluns can be used to reinterpret the previously obtained images of 
structures. [96,97] 
So far, we discussed some general features of AFM. One thing must be kept in 
mind is that AFM is not just a imaging tool, but also a surface shaping machine at a 
molecular scale. AFM tips can act as a molecular brooms to pile proteins up on substrates 
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Lll5 ,116J and AFM based teclmiques like dip-pen nanolithography[ll7] and scanning 
probe litbography[ll8,119] have been used successfully in the preparation of structures 
on the on the nano-to-mesoscale scales. 
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Chapter 2 
Imaging Type I collagen monomers in air 
by Atomic Force Microscopy 
2.1 Introduction 
Although electron microscopy ll -3] and X-ray diffraction [4,5] have been the 
main resources in exploring the structure of collagen fibrils and their mineralization 
process over decades, other tcclmiqucs such as AFM (atomic force microscopy) [6,7], 
FTIR(Fouricr Transform Infrared) spectroscopy [8], and optical tweezers [9] can also 
provide important infom1ation from different aspects of the properties of collagen and the 
biomineralization process. 
Among all of the techniques mentioned above, AFM has been widely applied 
more recently to solve some biological puzzles due to its advantages llO] : AFM has a 
really high resolution (angstroms), it can be operated under physiological conditions, 
which means no need to pretreat samples before imaging, and of course only small 
amounts of samples arc required. 
As the molecular unit of collagen fibrils, each collagen monomer consists of three 
polypeptide chains coiled around each other and thus fonns a triple helix. In every single 
chain of a collagen monomer helix, every three amino acid residues there must be a 
glycine to adapt the final triple-helical structure and others present abundantly are most 
likely to be proline and hydroxyproline. Among more than 20 types of monomers, Type I 
collagen is the most abundant one found in animals and is also one of the species which 
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can self assembly into fibrils of 67 nm axial periodicity (D-banding). l2J 
Early collagen studies involving AFM and collagen were carried out under dry 
conditions [6,11], and even recently, dtying samples before imaging is also necessary for 
monomer imaging [12]. Actually, another approach to study monomers was carried out 
by binding monomers covalently to substrate. l13 J However, this work requires chemical 
modification of collagen monomers and was difficult to get done . . As we know, when 
collagen monomer solution drops on a substrate, monomers are not so easy to bind the 
surface of the substTate: first, the ionic screen created by buffer solution can prevent such 
binding to some extent; secondly, the equilibrium of dissolution and precipitation of 
collagen monomers and the equilibrium of adsorption and desorption of collagen 
monomers can also cause drastic local disturbance; moreover the interaction between 
monomers and the surface of the substrate (nonnally van dcr Waals force) is really weak, 
the force applied to monomers by the AFM tip can easily drag the molecules away. When 
all of the aspects are taken into account, it seems that imaging collagen monomers in 
buffer solution is impossible. Actually, so far, no such reports about imaging monomers 
with AFM under physiological condition arc available. 
Another conccm for collagen monomer imaging is that collagen molecules can 
easily self assembly into fibrils at low concentration, appropriate pH and temperature.[!] 
So, in order to image collagen monomers, a low concentration of collagen monomer 
solution is necessary to get a low coverage on the substrate surface and thus to single out 
individual monomers. It is reported that Tris-HCl, glucose, and arginine can interfere 
with the collagen fibrillogenesis process.l14,15J So, we chose Tris-HCl as the buffer for 
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sample preparation. 
2.2 Experimental procedures 
Preparation of collagen monomers on mica surface 
All the chemical reagents used were of analytical grade and prepared with 
ultrapure water (18 Mn Bamstcd Nanopurc). 3.0 mg/ml VITROGEN (purified) collagen 
for cell culture and biochemistry (pTI 2.0, dissolved in 0.012 M IICI) was purchased from 
Cohesion (California, USA) and stored at 4 °C. VITROGEN (purified) collagen is 99.9 
% pure collagen which is 95-98 % Type I collagen with the remainder being comprised 
of type HI collagen. For preparation, the collagen was first diluted in a buffer (pH 7.5) of 
50 mM Tris-HCl and 200 mM KCl to get a solution of a concentration of 30 ,ug/ml. Then 
0.3 ftg/ml collagen solution was obtained by diluting the 30 ,ug/ml collagen solution into 
the same buffer. As substrates, freshly cleaved square-shape mica pieces (9.0 mm x 9.0 
mm) were used. After being freshly cleaved, a mica surface was flushed with a collagen 
solution. Then, the sample was gently rinsed firstly by the same Tris-IICI buffer to 
remove molecules only loosely bound to the surface and secondly by ultrapure water to 
avoid any salt crystal formation. Finally, the sample was dried using a gentle stream of 
dry air. All the samples were prepared at room temperature. 
Imaging collagen monomers by AFM 
The AFM imaging experiment were canicd out by the Molecular Force Puller, 
MFP 3D (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). Silicon cantilevers having a 
typical force constant of 4.5 N/m (NSC35/AIBS) were purchased from MicroMasch 
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(Estonia). Images were obtained with AC Mode at aRMS amplitude of around 75 nm 
and a drive frequency of 192kHz close to the resonance frequency of the cantilever in air. 
All the samples were imaged in air at room temperature. 
2.3 Results and discussion 
As mentioned before, since imaging monomers under physiological condition is 
not likely so far, we carried out experiments just with dry samples on mica surface. We 
also used Tris-IICl buffer to prepared samples since it was reported Tris-IICl could 
prevent collagen fibrillogenesis to some extent. And considering that collagen 
concentration is also a main issue, we prepared two groups of samples: one is of a 
concentration of 30 jtg!ml collagen and the other 0.3 pg/ml. 
First, the sample made by 30 pg/ml collagen was mounted for scanning. The AFM 
topographic image (Fig.2 .1 A) shows the monomers (or protofibrils) on the mica surface. 
From the image, we can sec collagen monomers (or protofibrils) are distributed randomly 
on the mica surface. After analyzing the data, we found that: the average height of the 
monomers (or protofibrils) is around 0.8 nm; the average length is around 200 mn but not 
so accurate since collagen monomers are densely entangled with each other; and the 
overall distribution of collagen monomers on an area of 3.0 jllTI x 3.0 pm is really even. 
As we know, the characteristics of Type I collagen monomer are: a collagen triple helix, 
300 nm in length and 1.5 nm in diameter. But in our sh1dy, 30 pg/ml collagen might be 
too concentrated and the monomers were entangled together, which means the contour 
length of a single monomer may be around 300 nm. Since the sample was also dried for 
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Figure 2.1 AFM topographic images (AC Mode) of 30 ,ug/ml collagen monomers 
in Tris-IICl buffer on mica with the line-scan height spectra shown below. A, a 
scan area of3 .0 ,LJl11 x 3.0 pm; B, a scan area of650 nm x 650 nm. 
imaging, molecules arc easily collapsed on the mica surface by both the binding force 
between the collagen monomers and the substrate (van dcr Waals force) and the force 
loaded by the AFM tip.[12] A zoom-in scan in a small area (sec Fig.2.1 B) is consistent 
with Fig.2. 1 A, but gives a better resolution. In sum, the sample made by 30 ,ug/ml 
collagen solution did not give good monomer images (actually we can hardly tell if they 
are monomers or protofibrils) and a lower concentration may be better for sample 
preparation. 
Now, we can take a look at the sample made by 0.3 pg/ml collagen solution. From 
Fig.2.2A we can sec col lagcn monomers arc also randomly but very loosely distributed 
on the mica surface and single monomers can be easily distinguished. The average 
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Figure 2.2 AFM topographic images (AC Mode) of 0.3 ftglml collagen monomers 
in Tris-HCl buffer on mica: A, a scan area of 3.0 f1111 x 3.0 ,um with the line-scan 
height spectrum shown below the image; B, a zoom-in scan on an area of 1.0 ,urn x 
1.0 ftm . Monomers appear to have the expected length of 290 nm although the 
heights are lower than expected. 
contour length of monomers on an area of 3.0 ftm x 3.0 flill is around 290 nm, which is 
really close to the classic value of 300 nm, but the average height of collagen monomers 
is only around 0.4 nm. Although the results are not the same as we expected, it confirmed 
our hypothesis: a collagen monomer is easily collapsed on the mica surface by both the 
binding force between the collagen monomer and the substrate (van dcr Waals force) and 
the force loaded by the AFM tip, which results in a flat but thin strip of around 300 mn in 
length. This time, we also measured the width of the monomers since no entanglement 
occurred on the mica surface and we found that the average width of monomers is around 
40 nm, which is much bigger than classic diameter of Type I collagen monomers. 
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However, the image of an object obtained by an atomic force microscope IS the 
convolution of the AFM tip and the object, which probably results in a bigger image than 
the real size of the object. [16] In Fig.2 .2 B, a zoom-in scan in a small area is consistent 
with the Fig.2.2 A, but gives a better resolution . 
A really interesting feature in Fig.2.2 is that most of the monomers show a much 
wider end compared to their middle width, which was also reported by Bozec and Horton 
ll 2J recently. In their work, they found the increase in width between a middle section of 
the monomer and its end can be up to threefold and they accounted that for two potential 
reasons : one is that the characteristics of tropocollagen (originated from procollagcn by 
cleaving both the amino and the carboxylic tcm1ini) can result in fray on the ends of a 
monomer; the other is a hairpin confom1ation with the C-tcrminus folded back onto the 
triple helix. However, in their experiments, it seems they just ignored many bigger 
objects discretely distributed around. In our experiment, we found such ends are much 
bigger (the average height is around 1.6 nm, and the average width is around 100 run) 
than the monomers around (0.4 nm in height and 10 nm in width) and also lots of round 
things discretely distributed around. If such ends arc caused by fraying, the height and 
width of the residue left could not be bigger than normal monomers. For the other reason, 
even if a hairpin structure was formed, it is not possible to cause such a drastic change in 
the ends. It is tmc that N-propcptides of the Type I procollagcn can fonn a bent-back 
conformation on theN-terminus l17-20J, but in our cases tropocollagens (after cleaving 
both the C-propeptides and the N-propeptides on procollagens) were used instead. 
Actually the N-telopeptide of Type I collagen monomers can also fonn a hairpin loop on 
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theN-terminus but instead of on the axial helix [21 J, which can probably be overlooked 
(only at most 3 nm in diameter) while compared to the whole monomer. Another possible 
reason is that while the sample was drying before imaging, monomers were also 
experienced the denaturation process; for denatured monomers strongly bound to mica 
surface, the general shape was maintained, but for monomers loosely bound, they could 
retnct from the free end to form balls caused by entropy force driven by water, or mpture 
first and then retract to form smaller balls. 
It was also noticed by Bozec and Horton [12] that there was a repetitive pattern 
(around 8 nm) observable along the length of the collagen monomers and they accounted 
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Figure 2.3 AFM topographic image (AC Mode) of 0.3jtg/ml collagen monomers 
in Tris-HCl buffer on mica with a scan area of 650 1m1 x 650 nm; and the line-scan 
height spcctnun longitudinally aligned on a monomer is showed on the right of the 
image. A lthough the section docs show features of around 8 nm periodicity as 
reported in [1 2] , this may be an image artifact. 
for that with the coil-pitch of the collagen monomer. In our experiment, we also found 
such pattern which can be seen in Fig.2.3, but it is not so convincing since the end of the 
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AFM tip has the similar dimensions as those of the pattern and thus could create a false 
image. This may also be the case in Bozcc and Horton's work. Moreover, although the 
main part of collagen monomers is a right-handed super triple helix with a periodic 
supcrcoil pitch around 8 nm, the three composite chains by themselves are in a left-
handed helical conformation of a periodic coil-pitch around 1 nm, which could be more 
dominant for the apparent spatial periodicity than the superhelix of the whole molecules. 
2.4 Conclusion 
Summarily, in our work we successfully imaged the topographic properties of 
Type I collagen monomers. It is a good beginning to understand the hierarchical 
structures of collagen fibrils and finally the biomineralization process of collagen since 
we can get some direct evidence of the mechanical behaviours of the collagen monomers. 
Our next step will focus on the study of fibrillogcncsis of collagen monomers and 
hopefully, we can directly image such process under physiological conditions since 
collagen protofibrils arc much bigger than monomers. 
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Chapter 3 
Patterned two dimensional collagen protofibrils 
created by a Bottom-up method 
-----the quasiepitaxial growth of collagen fibrils on substrates 
3.1 Introduction 
Although epitaxy might not be a term familiar to many biochemists, it is a 
thoroughly investigated topic by chemists and physicists. Epitaxy, as in the case of 
inorganic materials, refers to the growth of the crystals of one mineral on the crystaL face 
of another mineral so that both minerals have the same crystalline stmch1ral orientation at 
the interface, or in a more technical way, refers to systems where there is a one-to-one 
commensurate relationship between the molecular positions in the deposited layer and the 
substrate.LlJ For over half a century, with the growing interest in molecular organic 
materials for creating optoelectronic devices, controlling the structure and growth 
dynamics of organic molecular thin films and organic molecular crystals on inorganic 
substrates has been stimulating many systematical theoretical and experimental 
approaches in this promising arca.[l-8] Such materials combine the promise of the 
widely tunable properties of organic molecules brought by organic synthetic chemistry, a 
high degree of microscopic structural control by choosing a wide range of substrates, and 
the ultrahigh vacuum technique of organic molecular beam deposition, and have 
desirable functions such as exciton confinement in grown multiple quantum well 
structures. [8 J 
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The most common means for the organic molecular beam deposition growth is to 
usc an ultrahigh vacuum apparatus as a background in which a highly pmified powder of 
the organic somcc material from a tcmpcrahlrc-controlled oven gives off its evaporant, 
passes a series of collimated orifices, and is finally deposited on a substrate held 
perpendicular to the beam approximately 10-20 em from the somce.[l] It has been 
proven that the epitaxial growth of organic molecular thin films or organic molecular 
crystals on substrates are dominated by two factors, of which one is the bond energy 
between organic molecules and the substrate, and the other is the crystal lattice matching 
between organic molecular crystals and the substrate.[!] For conventional epitaxy, the 
bond energy between absorbed layer and the substrate is huge because the molecules arc 
chcmisorbcd onto the substrate surface while mismatches between the substrate and 
absorbed layer's lattices arc really slight. [ 1] 
However, for many organic molecules, only electrostatic forces and van der Waals 
forces dominate the weak physisorption between the molecules and the substrate. A 
surface organic molecule could translationally move on the substrate lattices without a 
significant change in energy. Moreover, the inorganic substrate and organic film arc 
incommensurate over any meaningful lattice length scale. From this view, for most 
organic molecules, the absorbed films on substrates arc ach1ally some quasicpitaxial 
struch1rcs. [I] Since the substrate and the absorbed organic molecular film's lattices do not 
match that well, the organic molecular film is distorted from its bulk lattice structure and 
stTain develops in the film if the absorbed film has to conform to the substrate lattice. 
On the other hand, for such quasiepitaxial growth process, the intTalayer 
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interaction between organic molecules, which is largely responsible for determining the 
undistortcd organic crystals, is even stronger than the interaction between the absorbed 
layer and the substrate in many cases. It was assumed that in those cases, one or two 
strained "wetting" layers electrostatically attracted on the substrate might grow first. If 
molecular beam deposition continues, due to the strong intralayer interaction between 
organic molecules, crystallites could be nucleated at the substrate-Iilm interface, the 
lattice structure almost immediately relaxes into its bulk crystals, resulting in numerous 
small crystallite domains without significant strain. However, in order for such small 
crystallite domains to achieve the the minimum energy, a second order strain exerting on 
the crystallite domains requires the largest number of organic lattice sites to be 
commensurate with substrate lattice sites, and thus to fonn structures with a optimal 
shape and of course a well defined orientation relationship between the organic crystal 
lattices and substrate lattices. It was reported that in some cases, the newly formed small 
crystallites could slide on the wetting layer in a specific direction and act as nucleation 
centers to form highly ordered chains with uniform orientation. [ 1 ,9-15 j 
Interestingly, in a biological environment, inorganic c1ystalline materials reversely 
emerge from inside of organic matrices under nom1al and pathological conditions.[ 16-18] 
A well-known but very complicated process is biomineralization, a biological process 
during which regulated inorganic crystals arc fonned naturally by organisms to fulfill 
functional purposes. Common functions of mineralized biological materials include 
skeletal support, such as in the bones of vertebrates and the spicules of marine organisms, 
protection of soft tissues, such as in the shells of mollusks and eggs or the carapaces of 
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crustaceans, and food grinding, such as in the teeth of many vertebrates and invertebrates. 
[18-23] Natural biomineralization process is complicated and sophisticated because it 
occurs in the extracellular matrix (ECM) with lots of macromolecules involved including 
proteins, glycoprotcins, protcoglycans, lipid assemblies and polysaccharidcs.[18,24-28] 
But the primmy regulation of the mineral crystals comes from proteins like collagens and 
bound noncollagenous proteins (NCPs ).l29-31] Inorganic mineral crystals and proteins 
might recognize each other by multiple cooperative interactions since both of them are of 
intrinsically repetitive stn1ctured surfaces: inorgm1ic crystals have the basic building 
lattices while proteins have the linear sequence of amino acid residues in the polypeptide 
chain. At a high level of recognition, the regularly repeating inorganic crystal lattice 
might be matched by the repeating sequence along the protein backbone while the 
charged protein side-chain groups spaced at the correct distance along the backbone are 
complementary to the reversely charged lattice positions on one crystal surface.[18,32-
34J 
Proteins involved in biomineralization are assumed to have dual functions based 
on the mineral crystal-protein recognition. The presence of proteins adsorbed on specific 
surfaces can slow down the growth of mineral crystals in the directions perpendicular to 
the adsorbing surface, which can dcfmitcly result in anisotropic growth of mineral 
crystals and the final regulated macroscopic crystal morphologies. [ 18,35-40] On the other 
hand, it has been shown that recognition between protein and mineral crystal surfaces on 
a certain crystal plane may also result in oriented crystal nucleation since such proteins in 
the extracellular matrix (ECM) might stabilize crystal nuclei on the specific recognized 
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surfaces and could facilitate their tTansition to stable crystals.[l8,41 -50] From this 
perspective, the same protein could act as both a specific growth inhibitor and a 
nucleation template based on the mineral crystal-protein recognition during the 
biomineralization process. 
However, in this chapter, our main concern is neiti1er molecular organic materials 
epitaxially growing on substrates by ultrahigh vacuum process of organic molecular beam 
deposition, nor the biomineralization processes. Our top priority here is the quasiepitaxial 
growth of ordered protein arrays on inorganic substrates under physiological conditions. 
From the discussion about organic molecular quasiepitaxial growth above, we 
understand there arc two dominant factors for this process: the bond energy between 
organic molecules and the subsh·atc, and the crystal lattice matching between organic 
molecular crystals and the substrate. Different from the biomineralization process, where 
proteins, the big organic molecules, must have strong bond energy with specific sites of 
inorganic substrates, however, the quasi epitaxial growth process of proteins on inorganic 
substrates is not working that way, which means it is unnecessary, or even unreasonable, 
for a protein to have such strong and specific interactions with a substrate. [ 1, 18] And 
thus it might not be that hard to find substrates with appropriate binding energy. As we 
mentioned, during a quasiepitaxial growth process, a surface organic molecule could 
translationally move on the substrate lattices without a significant change in energy. And 
in fact, during organic molecular beam deposition in ultrahigh vacuum, the incident 
molecules have sufficient thermal energy after deposition to arrange themselves into their 
minimum energy configuration.p j For a protein absorbed on a substTate under 
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physiological conditions, if the protein has an intermediate binding energy with a 
substrate, which means although the protein is not immobilized on the substrate by 
specific recognition with sites on the substrate, it docs align with the substrate lattices 
and will not go back into solution around, the cntropic forces driven by solvent molecules 
will translationally move the protein on the substrate lattices and temporarily arrange it 
into one of its minimum energy configurations. 
For the other factor, the crystal lattice matching between protein crystals and the 
substrate, nom1ally the lattice constants of protein crystals and inorganic substrates are 
not quite in the same length scale, which makes such quasicpitaxial growth of protein 
crystals very rare. Nevertheless, researchers did usc epitaxial growth of proteins on 
different mineral substrates to purify proteins, control their morphologies, and obtain 
preferential crystal-growth oricntation.[5 J -63] Moreover, in 2004, Muller and coworkers 
found that in vitro Type I collagen monomers self-assembled into ultrathin but highly 
anisotropic microribbons (protofibrils) with uniform orientation coating the entire mica 
surface under physiological conditions.[64J Unfortunately, from then, they have been 
claiming that when they used protein solution to flush the mica substrate, a so called 
'hydrodynamic flow' was created and introduced protein monomers to align with the flow 
direction and thus form such ultrathin microribbons with uniform orientation on the mica 
surfacc.[64-67] Based on our subsequent work, we propose that in Muller's work the 
patterned ultrathin collagen microribbons on the mica surface were probably a classic 
example of the guasiepitaxial growth of proteins on inorganic crystal surface. So, we 
strongly believe that guasiepitaxial growth of proteins on suitable inorganic substrates 
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could happen, and that in the f·uture the quasiepitaxial growth of proteins on inorganic 
substrates could be dcfmitcly explained by some theoretical models that were applied to 
the quasicpitaxial growth of organic molecular crystals process by ultrahigh vacuum 
process of organic molecular beam deposition . In order to further confirm our 
supposition, in our work, we also used Type I collagen monomers as the protein for 
quasiepitaxial growth of fibrils on different substrates w1der physiological conditions, 
which is our main motivation to conduct our experiments. 
As the most abtmdant protein in multicellular animals' body, collagens are the 
most important tensile reinforcing clements. In the extracellular matrix (ECM) of a wide 
range of vertebrates and invertebrates, collagen fibrils arc acting as both solid state 
regulators for cellular function and scaffolding of the tissue architecture, particularly in 
large vcrtebrates.[64-78] Among more than 20 different types of monomers, Type I 
collagen is the most abundant one found in mammalian organisms and is also one of the 
species that can self-assemble into fibrils of 67 11111 axial periodicity (D-banding). [68] 
Type I collagen monomer consists of three polypeptide chains coiled around each other 
and thus forms a triple helical main part. And in every single chain of a collagen 
monomer helix, every tluee amino acid residues there must be a glycine to induce the 
final triple-helical structure, and other amino acids present abundantly are most likely to 
be proline and hydroxyprolinc.[68-78] Like other types of collagens, Type I collagen 
monomers are secreted from cells as procollagen first, then after the removal of the N-
propeptides and C-propeptides on procollagen terminal ends by procollagen N-proteinase 
and procollagen C-proteinase respectively, tropocollagen can be obtained for further self-
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assembly into fibrils in the extracellular matrix (ECM).L79,80j The size and shape ofthe 
collagen fibrils arc important to detcnninc tissues' functions since the hierarchical spatial 
arrangement of collagen fibrils can dominate the mechanical and physical properties of 
tissues. In bones and dcntins, with the assistance of some noncollagenous proteins 
(NCPs) tightly bound to the collagen fibers, hydroxyapatite is first nucleated in the gap 
region of the parallel large fibrils of a high density, and then grows into mineral platelets 
within the collagen fibrils in a highly organized staggered manner.[68,81 ,82] 
The self-assembly process of collagen and the biomineralization process in tissues 
has been widely widely investigated by many different methods from both theoretical and 
experimental approachcs.[83] For theoretical approaches, different models to predict the 
growth of collagen fibrils such as diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) model, segment-
fusion model, and helical model were proposed but were limited to making some specific 
predictions of the shapes and molecular orientations of fibrils.[70,83 -85] In the 
meantime, all kinds of multidisciplinary experimental methods combining molecular 
biology and instrumental analysis have been applied to explore the collagen fibril self-
assembly process and the biomineralization process at different stages both in vitro and 
in vivo. For example, enzymology research combining electron microscopy analysis 
showed that procollagcn N-protcinase is crucial to fom1ing some bipolar fibrils by 
selectively removing the N-propeptidcs on N-tenninal procollagen.[68,86,87] Other in 
vivo genetic approaches like gene knock-out teclmique and mutagenic technique have 
obtained lots of achievements on explaining the fcmctions of the noncollagenous proteins 
(NCPs) during the biomineralization process.l88-92j However, in spite of such efforts, 
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the molecular mechanisms of fibril assembly in the extTacellular matTices and the 
biomineralization in tissues remain poorly understood. In our experiment, the 
investigation on the quasicpitaxial growth of collagen fibrils will hopefully cast some 
light on the understanding of the molecular mechanisms of collagen fibri l assembly from 
a very different angle. 
While focusing on instrumental analysis, we must recogmze that electTon 
microscopy,l68,93,94J X-ray diffractionl95,96J and FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) 
spectroscopyl97 ,98 J have been the main resources in exploring the structure of collagen 
fibrils and biominerals and their self-assembly and mineralization process over decades. 
But other techniques such as AFM (atomic force microscopy)[99,100] , and optical 
tweezers [ J 0 I] can also provide important infonnation from different aspects of the 
biomineralization of collagen. 
Among all of the techniques mentioned above, AFM has been widely applied 
more recently to solve some biological puzzles due to its advantages[71]: AFM has a 
really high resolution (angstroms); it can be operated under physiological conditions, 
which means no need to pretreat samplcs before imaging; and of course only small 
amounts of samples arc required. Since AFM can be used to touch the nanoworld so 
precisely and conveniently, many exciting experiments such as imaging and physical 
modulating a single protein's conformation, stretching and unfolding a individual DNA 
molecule, and disrupting antibody-antigen bonds have been carried out with AFM. [64-
67, 72-77,102-106 J 
Many AFM experiments have also been done to study the self-assembly process of 
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collagen in different biological systems. Early studies involving AFM and collagen were 
carried out under dry conditions[77,99], but recently, AFM experiments to describe the 
structure of collagen fibrils were carried out under physiological conditions although stil l 
in vitro. As we mentioned above, Muller and coworkers reported that collagen monomers 
self-assembled into ultrathin (cross-sections of around 3nm x Snm), highly anisotropic 
microribbons coating the entire substrate, and a high-resolution AFM was applied to 
characterize and manipulate such microribbons under physiological conditions.[64-67] In 
their work, they fOtmd that the pH of the buffer solution affects the orientation, width, 
spacing, and assembly of collagen into microribbons and certain electrolyte compositions 
can influence the 67 nm characteristic D-banding fom1ation on collagen fibrils. 
In our experiments, we were trying to carry out a more systematical work on 
investigating the quasicpitaxial growth of collagen fibrils on different substrates with 
high resolution AFM under physiological conditions. Both mica and HOPG (Highly 
Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite) were used as substrates in our experiments. We also tried 
many different buffers to confirm the influence of certain electrolyte compositions on the 
formation of fibrils, and specific ions that can form hydroxyapatite were used in our 
tentative work to provide some insight into our future biomineralization work. Moreover, 
different concentration of collagen solutions were used to observed how concentration 
factors could change the quasicpitaxial growth: the height, the width, and the spacing of 
the assembled collagen fibrils. In addition, long time incubation was applied to observe if 
more complicated stmcture could be formed on substrates under specific conditions. 
3.2 Experimental procedures 
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Preparation of collagen samples under physiological conditions on two substrates of 
which one is mica and the other is HOPG (Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite) 
All the chemical reagents used were of analytical grade and prepared with 
ultrapure water (18 MD. Bamstcd Nanopurc). 3.0 mg/ml VJTROGEN (purified) collagen 
for cell culture and biochemistry (pH 2.0, dissolved in 0.012 M HCl) was purchased from 
Cohesion (Cali fomia, USA) and stored at 4 OC. VITROGEN (purified) collagen is 99.9 
%pure collagen which is 95-98 % Type I collagen with the remainder being comprised 
of type III collagen. For collagen solution preparation there were five different solutions 
used: 1) a phosphate buffer (pii 7.5) of 8.2 mM Nal-I2P04, 41.8 mM Na2I-IP04 and 200 
m.M NaCl, 2) a phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) of 8.2 mM KihP04, 41.8 mM K2HP04 and 
200 mM KCI, 3) a buffer (pH 7.5) of 50 mM Tris-IICl and 200 mM KCl, 4) a solution 
(pH 7.5) of20 mM Ca2+ and 200 mM KCI, and 5) a solution (pH 7.5) of20 mM Ca2+ and 
200 mM NaCl. The VITROGEN (purified) collagen was first diluted in one of the five 
buffers (solutions) to a concentration of 3 0 jtg/ml, and then collagen solutions of different 
concentration were obtained by diluting the 30 pg/ml collagen solution into the same 
buffer (solution). As substrates, square mica pieces of an average size about 7.0 mm x 
7.0 mm (one exception, sec details in 'Substrates' section), and a square HOPG crystal of 
a fixed size of 1.0 em x 1.0 em were used. After being freshly cleaved with an adhesive 
tape, the mica {00 1} cleavage plane or IIOPG {000 1} cleavage plane was flushed with a 
collagen solution to introduce collagen monomers or initial collagen aggregates on the 
surface and was left for 15 min with the collagen solution staying on it. After the same 
surface was rinsed with the one of the three buffers mentioned before (not necessarily the 
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same buffer used for collagen solution preparation) to remove loosely bound collagen 
monomers or aggregates, it was then incubated by around 60 ,ul of that buffer ovemight 
(one exception, sec details in 'Incubation time' section). The incubation process was 
........................................................ ............................................... r .............................. -.... -......... " ........ ,. ................ -....................... -..................... -.......................... -.. 1 
I 
' 
! Step 1: Making monomer solution 
.......................................................................................................... J 
! Step 2: Introducing collagen monomers to a substrate ! 
: : 
t ..................... ,_,,,._,, ................................................................ ,_., ................................................... J 
Step 3: Incubating monomers with a buffer 
' 
t-.. .................................................................................................................... - .................................... - ........................... ,_ ......... .. _., .......................... ) 
Figure 3.1 Preparation of collagen samples under physiological conditions on a 
substrate. Step I, collagen monomers are dissolved into a buffer, but there could be 
lots of initial collagen aggregates coexisting under the conditions. Step 2, the 
substrate surface is flushed with the collagen solution to introduce collagen 
monomers or initial collagen aggregates on the surface. Step 3, the same type of 
buffer used in step 1, or a totally a new buffer, is used first to rinse the substrate 
surface to remove loosely bound collagen monomers or aggregates, then to incubate 
the collagen coated surface to allow the quasiepitaxial growth of fibrils. 
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carried through in an enclosed plastic dish with ultrapure water drops scattered around to 
keep the buffered sample surface from drying. The whole procedure is demonstrated in 
Fig.3 .1. All the samples were prepared at room temperature. 
Imaging collagen samples under physiological conditions by AFM 
The AFM imaging experiments were carried out by the Molecular Force Puller, 
MFP 3D (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). Silicon cantilevers coated with 
Cr and Au having a typical force constant of 0.1 N/m (CSC37/Cr-Au) were purchased 
from MicroMasch (Estonia). Images were obtained with AC at a RMS amplitude of 
around l 00 nm and a drive frequency of 6. 8 kiiz close to the resonance frequency of the 
canti lever under water. All the samples were imaged u1 buffers at room temperature. 
3.3 Results and discussion 
As we have discussed before, unlike other proteins where only side-chain groups 
could be responsible for the interaction with substrates because of their very complicated 
te1iiary structures, the long Type I collagen monomer has a quite simple main right-
handed helix part formed from winding tlu·ee a-chains with left-handed helical 
conformation, which have the repeating amino acid sequence (Gly-X-Y)n, where X andY 
arc frequently the imino acids proline and hydroxyproline, rcspcctivcly.[68-82] Fig.3.2 
shows a modeled collagen monomer made of three identical chains with the same 
repeating sequence (Gly-Pro-Ilyp)n based on the X-ray diffraction rcsults.[l07,108] One 
can clearly find that in Fig.3 .2 A three left-handed individual helices are supercoiled in a 
right-handed maimer with a periodic supercoil pitch around 85.5 A. However, the 
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morphology of the molecule's surface seems to be more influenced by the left-handed 
individual helical chain. Every single helical chain with a helix rise of 8.6 A per triplet 
also causes such a rough periodicity for all of the zigzag arranged side-chain groups on 
the whole molecule, and results in the meridional arcs of regular spacing along the long 
axis of the molecule as shown in Fig.3.2 B.[107] Consequently, as shown in Fig.3.2 C, 
for such a molecule lying on a substrate, in the contact area the exposed sequences, i.e. 
I 
ss.sA 
A 
B 
c 
Figure 3.2 Collagen monomer model (Gly-Pro-Hyp),. Three left-handed helical 
polypeptide chains with a helix rise of 8.6 A per triplet are wound by each other 
into a right-handed super triple helix with a periodic supercoil pitch around 85 .5 
A. A, the model is colored by chains (blue, red and yellow). B, the same model is 
colored by residues: Gly (blue), Pro (yellow) and Ilyp (white). C, the same model 
is colored by atoms: C (dark), 0 (red), N (blue), I-I (whitc). [l07,108] 
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the nonpolar prolyl (Pro) and polar hydroxyprolyl (Hyp) residues, are also distributed in a 
zigzag way with a distance around 9 A along the long axis of the helix, although these 
residues do not have the same backbonc.[l07] 
Because such a periodicity around 9 A is on the same length scale of most 
inorganic lattices, if one sequence electrostatically matches the inorganic substrate lattice, 
so do the others. Even for a real Type I collagen momoner without such regular repeating 
sequence, the big organic molecule could align with suitable substrate lattices without 
specific binding sites and have considerable bond energy, which means the absorbed 
collagen monomers could have some orientations defmcd by substrate lattices, but they 
can move translationally on substrate lattices driven by solvent molecules without 
desorption. Moreover, as we discussed for the quasicpitaxial growth process, the 
interaction between organic molecules, which arc largely responsible for determining the 
undistorted organic crystals, is stronger than the interaction between the absorbed layer 
and the substrate in many cases. Actually, collagen monomers show excellent self-
assembly properties. From those aspects, collagen monomers are super models for 
research in protein fibril quasicpitaxial growth on inorganic substrates and the final 
turnout morphologies could be many well defined self-assembled fibrils aligned with 
substrate lattices in azimuthal orders, which is quite coincident with Muller's rcsults[64-
65]. 
However, several issues about collagen fibril quasiepitaxial growth have to be 
pointed out here. Firstly, compared to the organic molecular crystal growth process in 
ultrahigh vacuum, the physiological environment for collagen fibril growth and the 
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stmctures of the fibril by itself are more complicated in our studies. Secondly, for the 
traditional molecular organic films or crystals quasicpitaxially growing on substrates by 
ultrahigh vacuum process of organic molecular beam deposition, the lattice mismatch 
between substrates and organic bulk crystals is relatively small. But in our case, collagen 
fibrils growing tmder physiological conditions are of a huge axial periodicity, e.g. the 67 
nm D-banding, which is obviously not of the same order as that of the lattice constants of 
most inorganic substrates. And unlike crystals with specific lattice constants, collagen 
fibrils can adopt many different stmctures to fulfill multiple functions in vivo due to the 
monomers' intrinsic properties. So, it is very possible for collagen monomers to be 
aligned with substrate lattices in azimuthal orders first, and then to grow into fibrils, 
which is quite different from the quasicpitaxially growing process of small organic 
molecular crystals. In addition, for organic films or crystals quasicpitaxially growing on 
substrates in ultrahigh vacuum, the process is under appropriate thermodynamic 
conditions with continuous evaporant supply from a temperature-controlled oven. [1 ,9-15] 
But in our experiment, in order to simplify our tentative investigation, we just introduced 
the substrate with a thin film of collagen monomers or initial aggrcgates[93,94] once, and 
tried to observe how the underlying substrate lattice could influence the fibril assembly 
process within the film. 
In our experiments, we flushed one cleavage plane of the substrate, mica {00 1} or 
HOPG {0001}, with collagen solution first to introduce collagen monomers or initial 
aggregates on the lattice plane, then rinsed the surface to remove the loosely bound 
molecules or aggregates, and finally incubated the samples in solution to allow collagen 
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molecules to assemble into fibrils. Since there were no collagen monomers or aggregates 
in the buffer solution covering the substrate's surface, self-assembly on one lattice plane 
of the substrate was the only way to fibril formation. We were expecting that once 
collagen monomers or initial aggregates were covering a substrate, these huge molecules 
or aggregates could be aligned with azimuthal angles on a certain lattice plane of the 
substrates first. And since the substrates we used are all, at least in local areas for the 
quasiepitaxial growth studies, single crystals, hopefully, we will observe that the fibrils 
thus formed are also aligned with azimuthal angles on a certain lattice planes of the 
substrates in our experiments. 
As we mentioned, several factors that could influence the quasicpitaxial growth of 
collagen fibrils were taken into account. In our experiment, two substrates, different 
concentration of collagen solutions, specific ions, and even the time for incubation were 
investigated to observe how those factors could change the quasiepitaxial growth of 
collagen fibrils . 
3.3.1 Substrates 
3.3.1.1 Mica (2M, muscovite) 
The structure of Mica (2M, muscovite) 
As a substrate, mica (2MJ muscovite) was used first in our experiment. Among a 
huge mica family, mica (2MJ muscovite) of a composition close to {KAh(AlSi301o)(OII) 
2} shows a monoclinic crystal structure with a = 5.2906 A, b = 9.0080 A, c = 20.0470 A, 
fJ = 95.757°.ll09-lll] All types of mica crystals are constructed by repeating thin layers 
along the c axis. An adhesive tape can be used to peel layers off to get a perfect basal 
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cleavage, the {001} cleavage plane. The freshly cleaved mica surface is flat at an atomic 
scale and makes an ideal substrates for SPM experiments. As one of the mica polytypes, 
the 2M1 type mica has a two-layer unit cell within which two adjacent layers was 
staggered ± 120° relatively to each other. So, along the [001] direction, i.e. the c axis, 
adjacent layers are alternately staggered regularly by angles of + 120°, -120°, + 120° ... . 
As shown in Fig.3.3, in each layer of the two-layer 2MI muscovite crystal unit cell, 
K 
c .....,__ 0 
Si 
AI 
... Si. 
Figure 3.3 The structure of the mica layers around one two-layer unit cell projected 
along the l1 00 J direction. The vertical line shows the crystal lattice constant c. Within 
one layer of the two-layer unit cell along the c axis, a central sheet of Al cations in 
octahedral coordination with oxygen anions and hydroxyl groups is sandwiched by 
two sheets of Si cations i11 tetrahedral coordination with oxygen anions. 
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along the the c axis, a central sheet of Al cations in octahedral coordination with oxygen 
anions and hydroxyl groups is sandwiched by two sheets of Si cations in tetrahedral 
coordi11ation with oxygen anions. On the (001) lattice plane, the tetrahedral Si/0 sheet 
gives rise to an oxygen surface that creates interlayer negatively charged cavities for 
potassium cations. Due to the distortion of the tetrahedral layers, the oxygen anions on 
the basal plane show a huge deviation from ideal hexagonal arrays. As shown in Fig.3.4 
A, on the (001) plane the interatomic angles of oxygen anions are twisted by both 
tetrahedral rotations in the plane and tetrahedral tilting off the plane, and the cavities for 
the potassium cations adopt an irregular hexagonal shape. But one can find that these 
basal oxygen anions seem somewhat oriented along a pscudohcxagonal axis, the [llOJ or 
[llOJdircction. Because the Oc~ atoms on the basal oxygen surface are depressed into the 
(00]) plane around 0.22 A due to the tilting of the tetrahedral layer while the others are 
still in the plane, the hexagonal cavity for the potassium cation shows unique symmetry 
along the [11 0] direction. Such a symllletry of the irregular hexagonal cavities along the 
lll 0 J direction results in a set of negatively charged 'troughs' constructed by oxygen 
anions also along the [llOJ direction with Oc~ atoms in the bottom as shown in Fig.3.4 B. 
These continuous 'troughs' have a 5.23 A periodicity along the [Il OJ direction, a radius of 
curvature around 1.960 A, and a depth about 0.22 A, and nonnally arc occupied by 
potassium cations with the same periodicity along the [il OJ direction. In a mica (2M1 
muscovite) crystal, the interlayer potassium cations are locked by another set of "troughs" 
almost rmming along the lll 0] direction in the (OOI) plane of the upper unit cell due to 
the ±120° two-layer staggering unit cell structure. However, for a freshly {001} cleavage 
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A 
B 
Figure 3.4 The upper tetrahedral sheet of 2M, muscovite projected onto (001). Due to 
the distortion of the tetrahedral layers, the oxygen anions on the basal p lane show a 
huge deviation from the ideal hexagonal arrays. The Od atoms on the basal oxygen 
surface arc depressed into the (001) plane around 0.22 A due to the tilting of the 
tetrahedral layer. A: a view arotmd one tmit cell on (001). B: a view of about nine 
parallel unit cells on (001). A set of negatively charged 'troughs' constmcted by 
oxygen anions along the lilOJ direction with OcJ atoms in the bottom are indicated by 
dashed lines and arrows. See details in ll 09 J. 
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surface covered with buffer, the potassium ions unlocked could be easily replaced by 
other ions or small charged objects. Although it was reported in many articles about AFM 
studies that mica surfaces arc nearly flat at an atomic scale, and thus are ideal for AFM 
scanning at high resolution, the arrangement of atoms and the consequent charge 
distribution on the {001} cleavage are quite anisotropic. 
The possibilities for collagen monomers or initial collagen aggregates to align on the 
mica lattices 
As we discussed earlier, the Type I collagen monomer is a huge rod around 300 nm 
in length and 1.5 nm in diameter. Compared to the mica lattices, if it could align itself 
along the lTlOJ direction, the big molecule would occupy almost three adjacent parallel 
'troughs' shown in Fig.3.4 B. However, a rough axial periodicity of 9 A for the zigzag 
arranged side-chain groups[l07] and thus the charge distribution on the molecule's 
surface is very roughly on the same scale as the cavities constructed by oxygen anions for 
the potassium cations on the mica {001} cleavage plane. So, with the entropic forces 
driven by solvent molecules, Type I collagen monomer could find the most preferred 
directions to align itself on the mica {001} cleavage plane so as to maintain its minimum 
energy configuration. 
Since in Fig.3 .4 A it seems that the mica (00 I) plane has one rough symmetry along 
the [11 OJ direction or (11 0) plane, we have to ask, if the molecule has one preferred 
direction along the mica surface, is it possible there is another 'degenerate' direction due 
to the symmetly? First, let's consider the [11 0] direction and its perpendicular direction. 
Because of the symmetry, if one collagen monomer finds that it can tum into the 
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minimum energy configuration by aligning itself with any one of the two directions, any 
other direction could not also be an energy minimum. But how about other directions 
besides the [11 OJ direction and its perpendicular direction? It seems that other directions 
come in 'degenerate' pairs because of the symmetry. But as a matter of fact, that is not the 
truth. If we take a closer look at Fig.3.4 A, we can find that neither the [llOJ axis nor 
(11 0) plane is the element of symmetry for Oc and Oc atoms. Even if we roughly assume 
Oc and Oc atoms are identical in every way, we will not find a 'degenerate' direction for 
collagen monomers on the mica {001} cleavage plane either. 
Let's take an example: on the mica {001} cleavage plane, imagine one monomer is 
lying along the [11 OJ direction while the other is lying along the [TOO] direction. One can 
fmd these two diTcctions arc actually images with each other roughly along the ( 11 0) 
plane. It might not be so surprising for one to find the lattices of oxygen anions arranged 
along the lll 0 j direction and the lTOO j direction on the mica {00 1} cleavage plane are 
chiral images along the (11 0) plane. But on the other hand, for a natural Type I collagen 
monomer, from N-terminal to C-terminal, the repeating amino acid sequences (Gly-X-Y)n 
arc not really regular, which makes the long rod without any clement of symmetry 
although the helical part of the monomer has a rough, in many cases just local, axial 
periodicity of 9 A for the zigzag anangcd side-chain groups. And compared to mica 
lattices, the huge collagen monomer can not be considered as an infinite thin charged 
string because the distribution of side-chain groups and charges on transverse sections 
(relative to the c axis) can not be ignored. So, one monomer can feel very different 
morphologies and electric fields of the mica lattice while comparing lying along the 
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[11 0 J direction or LWO J direction. 
One conclusion can be deduced from the discussion, that if one collagen monomer 
finds one most prcfcncd direction on the mica {00 1} cleavage plane, this is also the only 
one most prcfcncd direction for aU other identical collagen monomers. One thing has to 
be pointed out here, even for a freshly made and very diluted collagen solution under 
physiological conditions, there could be lots or small initial collagen aggregates like 4D-
staggered dimers and trimers. If the collagen monomers could find their most prefened 
direction on the mica {001} cleavage plane, the initial collagen aggregates could also 
behave the same way. 
Before the real experimental analysis, two issues have to be stressed again based on 
the previous discussion: firstly, it is very possible for Type I collagen monomers or small 
initial aggregates to be electrostatically absorbed on the mica surface; and secondly, if 
Type I collagen monomers or aggregates can be absorbed on the mica surface, there will 
be only one most preferable direction to align themselves on the underlying lattice. So 
here, we might imagine that all of the monomers and small initial aggregates after some 
time on the mica {001} cleavage plane under buffer are aligned in the same direction due 
to the minimum energy configurations, but solvent molecules can drive them to 
translationally slide in random directions. Once one monomer or aggregate bumps into 
another, they will not separate from each other again due to the cntropic forces and self-
assembly properties of the collagen monomers, and thus big aggregates or small 
protofibrils are formed gradually. While growing to some critical size, protofibrils stay 
still on the surface because they can not be easily driven around by solvent molecules, but 
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they can accept smaller aggregates and even monomers. Finally, monomers and small 
aggregates will disappear, and the mica surface will be covered only by lots of 
protofibrils with the same orientation, which is probably a reasonable explanation for the 
pattemcd ultrathin collagen microribbons on the mica surface in Muller's work[64-66] 
and is definitely an expectation for our work on the mica. 
The first trial on the mica lattices 
In our first run, the sample prepared under phosphate buffer on a mica surface was 
imaged. This sample was made by the 0.3 jtg/ml collagen solution in a phosphate buffer 
(pH 7.5) of 8.2 mM NaH2P04, 41.8 mM Na2HP04 and 200 mM NaCl, but then rinsed 
and buffered by a phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) of 8.2 mM KH2P04, 41.8 mM K2HP04 and 
200 mM KCl ovcmight (sec the experimental procedures). Fig.3.5 represents the 
topographic image on the mica {001} cleavage plane. One can find in Fig.3.5 lots of 
protofibrils with a wcll-defmcd pattern fonned on an area of 3.0 pm x 3.0 pm. The 
protofibrils were aligned generally parallel to each other, which was probably directed by 
quasiepitaxial growth of collagen fibrils on the mica surface as we discussed. Such long 
protofibrils have a length ranging from one to several micrometers. On average, every 
single fibril is around 60 nm in width while 1.5 nm in height; and average spacing 
between two neighbour fibrils is around 400 nm. AFM images over a larger area of 20 
11m x 20 pm on different spots (images not shown) demonstrated a consistent pattern over 
whole mica surface. In Fig.3.5, one might also notice that the mica surface is not really 
flat and the background curvature could up to 5 nm. There were several potential reasons 
that could account for this problem. For one thing, the substrate, a mica disk around 7.0 
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Figure 3.5 AFM topographic image (AC Mode) of patterned collagen 
protofibrils guasiepitaxially grown on mica under phosphate buffer, with the line-
scan height spectrum shown below. The scan area is 3.0 pm x 3.0 !tm. The mica 
surface was flushed by 0.3 pg/ml collagen monomers dissolved in 50 mM 
phosphate buffer (200 mM Na+, pH 7.5) and incubated by 50 mM phosphate 
buffer (200 mM K+, pii 7.5) overnight. 
mm x 7.0 mm was fixed by an double-side adhesive tape on a glass silde with a drop of 
buffer covering on it. When the AFM cantilever was dipped into the buffer on the mica 
surface during the imaging, the mica surface was experiencing huge surface tension from 
the buffer while the AFM cantilever was moving around and the mica surface was bent 
subsequently. Another aspect could be piezo drift of the tip movement. The piezo can 
drift to some extent, so that it has to retract to compensate for the drift. As a 
consequence, it couLd appear that the surface is curved. 
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So far, the molecular mechanisms for the collagen molecules to self-assemble into 
fibrils arc still an unsolved puzzle. But many studies demonstrated that there is an initial 
stage for 'early fibril' formation and such protofibrils ranges from 1 to 20 ,um in length 
and 3 to 15 nm in diameter at cross-scction.[64,68,69,112-114] Since in our case, 
surface-mediated association on the mica {001} cleavage plane was the only way to 
assemble collagen molecules into fibrils , for every single fibril, a long flat strip should be 
a reasonable shape. And the force loaded by the AFM tip can also cause fibrils to collapse 
on the substrates' surface to some extent.[ 115] So, such 'early fibrils ' reported before is 
really coincident with the pattcmed protofibrils in our experiments. 
More proof about the quasiepitaxial growth of collagen fibrils on the mica lattices 
From our experiment above, we obtained very nice pattcmed protofibrils similar to 
the patterned ultrathin collagen microribbons in Muller's work. In order to prove that 
there is no such a thing as the 'hydrodynamic flow', and that the patterned protofibrils arc 
absolutely a result of the quasiepitaxial growth of collagen fibrils on the mica lattices, we 
designed a new experiment to further confirm it. This time a square-shape mica of a size 
about 7.0 mm x 18.0 mm was used. After being cleaved with an adhesive tape to get a 
fresh and complete surface, the middle part of the mica surface was pasted with two 
layers of adhesive tape strips, so that the whole mica surface was divided into two parts 
with a similar area around 7.0 mm x 7.0 mm. As shown in Fig.3.6 A, we flushed the two 
areas with collagen solution in two perpendicular directions to introduce collagen 
molecules on the surface. We used collagen solution of higher concentration here, 6.0 
,ug/ml collagen solution in the phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) of 8.2 mM NaH2P04, 41.8 mM 
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Na2HP04 and 200 mM NaCl, to make patterned protofibrils more easily found because 
collagen solution of higher concentration can make a more crowded pattern (to be 
discussed in the 'Concentration of collagen' section). Then the two smfaces were rinsed 
and buffered by a phosphate buffer (pH 7 .5) of 8.2 mM KI-hP04, 41.8 mM K2HP04 and 
200 mM KCl overnight. 
A 
Buffer 
...._ _ _____ _...rr~ l1naging 
Tape area 
Figure 3.6 After being cleaved with an adhesive tape, the middle part of the 
square-shape mica of a size about 7. 0 mm x 18.0 mm was pasted with two layers 
of the adhesive tape strips, so that the whole mica surface was divided into two 
parts with a close area around 7.0 mm x 7.0 mm. The two divided areas were 
flushed by collagen solution in two perpendicular directions indicated by white 
anows as shown in A. Then the two areas were separately rinsed and incubated by 
the same buffer. However, as shown in B, during the incubation process, buffer 
went tlu·ough the adhesive tape somehow, and stayed exactly behind the tape. A 
spot with buffer covered shown in B was imaged by AFM anyway. 
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We assumed that the two divided tmca surfaces originating from one complete 
surface should have identical lattice orientation. So, if there is a so-called 'hydrodynamic 
flow' , we will find that the pattern protofibrils on the two surfaces should have 
perpendicular orientations because we flushed the two areas with collagen solution in 
two perpendicular directions to induce two perpendicular 'hydrodynamic flow'. And if the 
pattemed protofibrils on the two areas have the same orientation, our explanation will 
stand valid. Unfortunately, this procedure was not so thorough as we expected. As shown 
in Fig.3.6 B, during the incubation process, buffer went through the adhesive tape 
somehow, and stayed exactly behind the tape. But we still used AFM to image an area 
that buffer covered as shown in Fig.3.6 B. 
Fortunately, in a spot shown in Fig.3.6 B, we found something very inspiring. In such 
an area like the spot in Fig.3.6 B, it is close to one edge of the mica and was probably 
touched by the adhesive tape, so it is much more likely to find a crystal defect there. As 
shown in Fig.3.7 A, the background shows the mica crystal defects very clearly and it 
seems that at least four basal planes (I, II, Ill, IV), of which plane II is a long strip, were 
exposed. Surprisingly, we found that in each of three areas (I, II, and IV), the proto fibrils 
were aligned parallel to each other, and the orientations of proto fibrils on tlu·cc different 
cleavage planes arc either the same or antiparallcl. However, although the pattcmcd 
protofibrils have one uniform orientation all over area III, the orientation of the patterned 
protofibrils in that area is quite different from the protofibrils in area I, II, and IV. And 
the two orientations of the protofibrils are generally 60° or 120° relative to each other on 
the basal plane. 
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The experiment above is quite meaningf-ul and much better than what we expected. 
First of all, it absolutely disproved the 'hydrodynamic flow' proposed by Muller and 
coworkers. When the mica surface was flushed by collagen solution, the 'hydrodynamic 
flow' sweepcd an area around 7.0 mm x 7.0 nm1. But in Fig.3.7 A, the scanned area was 
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Figure 3.7 AFM topographic image (AC Mode) of patterned collagen protofibrils 
quasiepitaxially grown in the spot shown in Fig.3.6 B. A: the background shows the 
mica crystal deficiency very clearly. At least four basal planes (I, II, Ill, IV), of 
which plane II is a long strip, can be seen. In each of the three areas (I, II, and IV), 
the protofibrils were parallelly aligned to each other, and the orientations of 
protofibrils on three different cleavage planes are almost the same. In area III, 
although the patterned protofibrils have one uniform orientation, the orientation is 
quite different from the protofibrils in area I, II, and IV. And the two orientations of 
the protofibrils are generally around 120° relative to each other on the basal plan. B: 
the border of area III and area IV is very clearly in the AFM image. It seems that the 
quasi epitaxial growth of collagen fibrils was very sensitive to the orientation of the 
mica {001 } cleavage plane. 
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of a size only around 12 ,urn x 12 pm and it is absolutely impossible to create two 
'hydrodynamic flows' with different directions in such a sn1all area. Most importantly, 
only Fig.3. 7 A by itself can perfectly explain the quasiepitaxial growth of collagen fibrils 
on the mica {001} cleavage plane as we proposed: once the monomers or initial 
aggregates are introduced to one mica {00 1} cleavage plane under buffer, they will be 
aligned in the same and the only direction due to the minimum energy configurations and 
thus formed proto fibrils with the same orientation. As a matter of fact, in each of the four 
areas (I, II, III and IV), the protofibrils had only one uniform orientation. But in Fig.3.7 
A, the protofibrils in area I, II, and IV gave one or maybe an antiparallcl orientation while 
the protofibrils in area III gave another one, and the two orientations were around 60° or 
120° relative to each other on the basal plane. 
As we mentioned, the 2MJ type mica has a two-layer tmit cell within which two 
adjacent layers were staggered ±120° relative to each other along the c axis. So, for a 
mica single crystal, when we use the adhesive tape to get a freshly cleaved surface, we 
have equal probability to get new cleavage planes with two different staggering angles. In 
our case, the cleavage planes of the area I, II, and IV probably have the same staggering 
angle while the cleavage plane of the area III has the other. Since collagen monomers or 
initial aggregates introduced to one mica {001} cleavage plane under buffer would be 
probably aligned in the only most preferred direction to form the protofibrils with the 
same orientation, the protofibrils on two cleavage {001} planes in the same single crystal 
of mica no matter how far the two layers are apart along the c axis, should either have the 
same orientation, or have an staggered orientation angle of 120°. So, what we found in 
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Fig.3.7 A were probably telling us that the protofibrils in area I, IT, and IV gave the same 
orientation and were staggered 120° relative to the protofibrils in area III on the basal 
plane. So far, our experiment gives our proposal, the quasicpitaxial growth of collagen 
fibrils on the mica {00 1} cleavage plane, a very convincing proof. 
Although the protofibrils on area III are differently oriented from the patterned 
protofibrils in the other areas, the borders of area III are quite clean and no overlapping 
of the proto fibrils on the border areas could be clearly seen. Fig.3 . 7 B shows the border 
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of area III and area IV very clearly. It seems that the quasiepitaxial growth of collagen 
fibrils was very sensitive to the orientation of the mica {001} cleavage plane. Another 
point from the experimental results here is that the protofibril patterns were found far 
from any defects or step edges and hence were not nucleating from the defects. 
However, one thing has to be pointed out, that the pattemcd protofibrils from the 
ilushing of 6.0 ,ug/ml collagen solution in Fig.3.7 were not more crowded than that from 
0.3 ,ug/ml collagen solution shown in Fig.3 .5. Our explanation is that the defects on the 
mica's surface in the imaging area in Fig.3.6 B could be created by the adhesive tape 
when the buffer were going through the tape because that spot was too close to the mica' 
edge and the adhesive tape; and the collagen monomers or initial aggregates in that area 
were probably brought by buffer from other areas around. 
3.3.1.2 HOPG (Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite) 
In the following experiment, a graphite substrate, IIOPG (Highly Oriented Pyrolytic 
Graphite) instead of mica was used to investigate if the new substrate could also mediate 
the quasicpitaxial growth of collagen fibrils on its surface. 
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The structure of IIOPG and the possibilities for collagen monomers or initial 
aggregates to be absorbed on the mica lattices 
IIOPG (Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite) can be simply described as a periodic 
stack of two-dimensional (a-b plane) graphcnc sheets or layers along the c axis, although 
it can be considered as a 'supermosaic' structure, consisting of graphene cry stall itcs 
grouped to fom1 blocks or layers highly oriented along the c axis. The term, IIOPG, came 
from the measurement of how highly ordered the HOPG is along the c axis. The lower 
the mosaic spread, the more highly Oriented is the HOPG, resulting in a cleaved surface 
with less steps. But as stacked graphene sheets, HOPG exhibits the typical properties of 
graphite. Each sheet of HOPG consists of equilateral hexagonal lattice of carbon bonded 
by strong CJ bonding (sp2) and parallel 1r-orbital electrons oriented along the c axis in the 
a-b plane. Each graphcnc sheet is so weakly bonded to its neighboring sheets by 
intcrlayer interaction forces that the graphene sheets can easily slide against each other 
and peel off easily. In the HOPG a-b plane, each atom is equally surrounded by six 
nearest neighbors with an in-plane nearest carbon-carbon distance of 0.142 nm and thus 
the equilateral hexagonal lattices are formed with a lattice constant of 2.46 A.l116-121] 
Like mica, HOPG has a perfect basal cleavage, allowing crystals to be split into very 
thin sheets . The freshly cleaved IIOPG {0001} plane is also clean and of a local atomic 
smoothness. As a type of graphite, one intrinsic property of IIOPG is its highly 
hydrophobic, actually nonpolar, basal plane compared to mica's highly charged surface. 
Moreover, unlike mica, because IIOPG is a 'supermosaic' structure and the thin basal 
plane sheets of HOPG are super fragile, when HOPG is cleaved using adhesive tape to 
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expose a fresh { 0001} plane, steps are usually generated , which can result in local height 
difference on the basal planc.[122,123] Fig.3.8 A represents the AFM topographic image 
of a clean IIOPG surface on a l 0.0 ,um x 10.0 ,um area: the steps generated on the surface 
arc obvious and the height difference between two adjacent graphcne sheets arc up to 4 
nm. On the basal plane of a single crystal sheet, the surface is very flat, and such flat 
crystal sheets are very long but around 1 ,um in width, and the orientation of the crystal 
sheets are roughly uniform, which was probably mainly caused by the tape peeling 
process. 
Since we have known a lot about I-IOPG, our next concern is the possibility for Type 
I collagen monomers to be absorbed on the I-IOPG surface. Taking a look again at Fig.3.2 
B, one will find that the nonpolar prolyl residues arc also zigzag ananged along the c axis 
with a rough periodicity of 9 A. Because our system is under buffer, the collagen 
monomers or initial aggregates could be simply pushed by entropic forces to the nonpolar 
I-IOPG surface without any specific charge complementation. It seems although it is very 
possible for collagen monomers or aggregates to be attracted on I-IOPG {0001 } plane, a 
specific alignment with the underlying lattices might be a problem. In addition, even if 
one collagen monomer could align itself along a specific azimuthal angle of the 
underlying IIOPG lattices in order to get the minimum energy configuration, the 
equilateral hexagonal lattices of I-IOPG {000 1} plane can provide other, at least five, 
possibly eleven, 'degenerate' aligmnent directions for collagen monomers. Ifwe consider 
the 'supem1osaic' basal planes of I-IOPG, there could be more alignment directions. So, 
according to our expectation, collagen monomers or small initial aggregates could be 
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absorbed on HOPG {0001} plane to form bigger aggregates or even fibrils, but the 
resulting morphologies could be lots of big aggregates or protofibrils with different 
orientations under amorphous growth. 
The experiment on the HOPG surface 
To investigate if the IIOPG substrate could induce pattemcd protofibril formation, in 
the following experiment we prepared the sample the same way as that in Fig.3.5: 0.3 
pg/ml collagen solution in the phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) of 8.2 mM NaH2P04, 41.8 mM 
Na2HP04 and 200 mM NaCl flushed the HOPG surface, then rinsed and buffered by a 
phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) of 8.2 mM KH2P04, 41.8 mM K2HP04 and 200 mM KCl 
ovemight. In Fig.3.8 B, C, D, we fmmd a big difference on the topographic image of the 
collagen fibril pattern compared to that on the mica surface (sec Fig.3.5). AFM images 
over a larger area of 10 pm x 10 pm on different local spots (Fig.3.8 B,C,D) 
demonstrated three main representative patterns on the whole IIOPG surface. In Fig.3.8 
B, beautiful porous collagen structures with pores of different sizes covered most of the 
HOPG surface while the exposed areas in the pores were almost empty substrate surface. 
The diameter of the pores on the area ranged from 100 nm to 3 pm while the height of the 
porous structure above the substrate ranged from 2 nm to 20 nm. In another spot of the 
substrate a similar topographic image to that of Fig.3.8 B is shown in Fig.3.8 Cl: a 
porous structure of collagen fibrils was also found, but the pores in Fig.3.8 Cl arc 
generally bigger and more uniform, and most of them had a diameter above 1 pm; the 
height of the the porous structure above the substrate ranged from 20 mn to 50 nm; 
exposed areas in the pores were not empty and it seems there were lots of particles 
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Figure 3.8 AFM topographic images (AC Mode) of collagen structures grown on 
the HOPG surface under phosphate buffer. The sample was made by the same 
procedure as that in Fig.3.5: the HOPG surface was flushed by 0.3 jig/ml collagen 
monomers dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 mM Na+, pii 7 .5) and 
incubated by 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 mM K+, pii 7 .5) overnight. But the 
images A, B, C 1 and D were taken in different local areas of 10 fill x 1 0 ,urn and 
C2 is a zoom-in scan of C1 on an area of 650 nm x 650 nm. For images A, Band C, 
the line-scan height spectra are shown below while for image D, the line-scan 
height spectrum is shown on the right. 
decorated inside. A zoom-in image on the pores in Fig.3.8 C2 shows that in the holes on 
an area of 0.65 pm x 0.65 ,urn, the particles mentioned above were actually the joints of 
the highly over! inked collagen fibril network, and the round joints were wider and higher 
than the fibrils around with diameters ranging from 50 to 200 nm and heights ranging 
from 3 nm to 15 nm. In Fig.3.8 C2 the fibrils between the joints were around 0.8 nm high 
and 50 nm wide, and the fibrils' contour length between two joints was around 280 nm, 
which is almost a monomer's length. However, when we spotted another area on the same 
sample, a totally different topographic image was obtained in Fig.3.8 D: highly 
over linked networks made of thin fibrils on an area of 10 fill x 10 fill could be seen, but 
no clear round and big joints seen in Fig.3.8 C2 were fmmd. The fibrils in Fig.3.8 D were 
averagely 250 nm in width and 8 nm in height, and the rings formed by the fibrils in the 
network had an average diameter of 1 pm. 
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From the results above, it is obvious that the nonpolar HOPG surface can attract a lot 
more collagen monomers or initial aggregates compared to mica if we just compare the 
heights of the co llagen structures on the two substrates. Although it is not really 
surprising to sec very strong cntropic forces (also called hydrophobic forces) based 
interaction between the nonpolar HOPG surface and the collagen molecules or 
aggregates, there is no proof that collagen monomers or fibrils could align themselves 
along a specific azimuthal angle of the underlying HOPG lattices, which is absolutely 
within our expectation. From our experimental results about HOPG, we might conclude 
that collagen protofibrils can not quasicpitaxially grow on the IIOPG {0001} cleavage 
plane, so from now on, we arc not going to consider HOPG as the substrate for 
quasicpitaxial growth of collagen proto fibrils again. All of the rest experiments discussed 
here on the quasiepitaxial growth of collagen protofibrils will use only the mica {001} 
cleavage plane. 
3.3.2 Factors that can influence the pattern of the protofibrils on mica 
3.3.2.1 Concentration of collagen solution 
Higher concentration can result in a more crowded pattern 
Two collagen solutions of which one is 1.0 pg/ml and the other is 3.0 pg/ml made by 
the same procedure discussed above were investigated in our studies. The mica {00 1} 
cleavage plane was flushed by collagen solution in Na+ containing phosphate buffer, then 
was rinsed and buffered by K+ containing phosphate buffer overnight. While comparing 
Fig.3.5 (0.3 ftg!ml collagen solution), Fig.3.9 A (1.0 ftg/ml collagen solution), and Fig.3.9 
B (3.0 pg/ml collagen solution), one can find the difference among the three samples. In 
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Fig.3 .9 A, the sample made by 1.0 pg/ml collagen solution shows that generally parallel 
aligned protofibrils fom1 a wcU-dcfincd pattern alTeady seen in Fig.3.5; fibrils are 
normally longer than those in Fig.3.5 and some of them are longer than 3 ,urn; fibrils are 
averagely 50 nm in width while 0.8 nm in height; and average spacing between two 
neighbour fibrils is around 188 nm, which is much smaller than 400 nm in Fig.3.5 . 
Within om expectation, in Fig.3.9 B (3.0 pg/ml collagen) a well-defined pattern was 
formed by even longer fibrils than those in Fig.3 .9 A, but with a narrower average 
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Figure 3.9 AFM topographic images (AC Mode) of patterned collagen protofibrils 
quasiepitaxially grown on the mica surface under phosphate buffer with the line-scan 
height spectra shown below. The scan area is always 3.0 ,um x 3.0 pm. The mica 
surface was flushed by collagen monomers dissolved in 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 
mM Na+, pH 7.5) and incubated by 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 mM K+, pH 7.5) 
overnight. A: 1.0 ,LLg/ml collagen solution; B: 3.0 pg/ml collagen solution. 
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spacing of around 180 nm between two neighbour fibrils than that in Fig.3.9 A. For a 
single fibril in Fig.3.9 B, the average width is around 60 nm while the height is around 1 
nm. In Table 3.1, the main data of the protofibrils grown on mica surface from three 
solutions of different concentration arc listed. 
Concentration Average neighbour Average Average Average Height 
fibrils Distance Length Width 
(ug/ml) (nm) (run) (nm) (run) 
0.3 400 2.5 60 1.5 
1.0 188 3.0 50 0.8 
3.0 180 4.5 60 1.0 
Table 3.1 AFM topographic data of patterned collagen protofibrils quasicpitaxially 
grown on the mica surface under phosphate buffer with different initial collagen 
concentrations. The mica surface was flushed by collagen monomers dissolved in 50 
mM phosphate buffer (200 mM Na+, pH 7.5) and incubated by 50 mM phosphate 
buffer (200 mM K+, pH 7.5) overnight. 
From the phenomena we observed above, we could draw a rough conclusion: for 
samples made by the same procedures but different collagen concentrations in the 
solution, more concentrated solution can result in a more crowded pattern, i.e. in a same 
size of area, more fibrils could be found and the average spacing between two neighbour 
fibrils is smaller; while the fibril growth in width and height from 0.3 pg/ml collagen 
solution to 3.0 pg/ml collagen solution was not so obvious. 
Possible regulation during the quasiepitaxial growth of ultrathin collagen proto fibrils 
by the mica lattices 
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Our experiment above provoked two questions, of which one is why the collagen 
protofibrils are ultrathin, and the other is why the protofibril growth in width and height 
did not change much in spite of the concentration of collagen solution compared to the 
growth in length. 
For the first question, it was reported that during the early stage of collagen fibril 
assembly, the N-telopeptide of Type I tropocollagen is critical for the formation of the 
polarized 4D-staggered dimers, while the C-telopeptide has a dual role, promoting a 
transverse accretion of linear aggregates as well as participating in the formation of the 
early linear asscmblies.[68,124] So, from a statistical view, the linear association of 
collagen molecules or initial microaggregatcs arc more preferred, which might be a 
reason for the formation of ultrathin proto fibrils in our experiment. 
However, this explanation above becomes ambiguous when we try to answer the 
second question about the regulation on the protofibril growth in width and height during 
the quasiepitaxial growth. In the following discussion, our answer to the protofibril 
growth pattern in width and height could explain the linear shape of ultrathin collagen 
structure even better, which makes the first explanation (statitical view from telo-
peptides) less valid. 
Although we mentioned before that collagen monomers or initial aggregates coated 
on the mica {00 1} cleavage plane under buffer arc aligned in one direction due to the 
anisotropic regulation of the mica lattices, and solvent molecules can drive them to form 
bigger aggregates till the protofibrils growing to a critical size can stay still on the 
surface, it was just our rough model. 
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In 1993, in order to answer some puzzling observations about strained epitaxial 
layers during that time, Tcrsoff and Tromp theoretically proved that strained epitaxial 
layers tend initially to grow as dislocation-free crystalline islands on a wetting layer, but 
at a large critical size, under the control :fi·om both the thermodynamics (energy 
minimum) and the kinetics (continuous deposition), the islands will adopt a long thin 
shape of a constant height with high aspect ratios (length/height and length/width) along 
specific crystal directions of the substrate, which allows better elastic relaxation of the 
island's stress, although even at high island densities, island-island interactions have only 
slight effect on the formation of such long thin shape structurcs.[3] Something has to be 
straightened out here to avoid any confusion since we mentioned before, due to the lattice 
mismatch between substrates and organic bulk crystals, the strain developed in the 
absorbed organic film could be released by fom1ing small crystallite domains. While in 
Tersoff and Tromp's work, their main concern was a second order strain, the strain 
exerting on the crystallite domains, causes the crystallite domains to achieve their 
minimum energy by adopting an optimal shape (surface area/volume ratio) and a well 
defined orientation with the substrate lattices. 
Almost a decade later, many researchers reported that during the fabrication of 
organic semiconductor thin films of PSP (para-sexiphenyl, C36Ib) on a series of 
substrates like mica {00 l }, TiOz { 11 0}, and KCl {00 1} cleavage planes in the ultrahigh 
vacuum environment by organic molecular beam deposition, small individual crystallites 
(islands) spontaneously arrange into parallel rwming, high-aspect ratio chains with a 
length in the micrometer range, but with a height around 20 nm and a width around 50 
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nm.l9-15] The new discoveriesl9-15] could enrich Tersoff and Tromp's model[3] by 
considering the effect of island density and island-island interactions on the formation of 
the long thin shape structures. 
Researchers proposed the following mechanism of spontaneous rearrangement of 
PSP crystallites into high-aspect ratio crystal chains on mica. A strain induced locally by 
the crystallites into the wetting layer (in Tersoff and Tromp's model, an island under 
stress also exerts a force on the surface, which could even elastically distort the substrate 
l3]) leads to the formation of a linear defect in the wetting layer whose orientation is 
related to the substrate geometry. This defect stimulates the mobile crystallites to touch 
each other in a specific direction. The rearrangement process is performed by the mobile 
crystallites as nucleation centers for the chain. This proposal was supported by AFM, 
which recognized the individual crystallites, and by electron diffraction and TEM 
measurements, which revealed the existence of three differently oriented PSP domains 
within one chain. 
During those experiments, researchers also found that there are different growth 
stages of PSP films on mica while the organic molecular beam deposition continues. At 
the beginning, only islands (crystallites) are formed. When the islands (crystallites) get 
saturated, sl1ort crystal chains emerge. Then, more chains are gradually formed while the 
existing chains keep growing rapidly in length but slowly in width and hight, but 
crystallites still coexist. Finally, isolated crystallites disappear and the long term growth 
morphology consists only of chains. [9-15] From the results of the formation of PSP 
crystal chains, it seems that the density of the crystallites and island-island interactions 
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have huge influence on the formation of such long thin crystal chains. 
Tn our understanding, during the formation of PSP crystal chains[9-l 5] , a linear 
defect in the wetting layer induced locally by the crystallites could be totally an entropy 
effect. First, let's assume that the organic molecules in the wetting layer arc also mobile 
to some extent on the mica surface, although they prefer to be absorbed on the mica 
lattices rather than be incorporated into crystallites. So, in order to increase their entropy 
and hence lower their free energy, such mobile molecules in the wetting layer are eager to 
push crystallites together, which is also called the depletion interaction.l125] Based on 
the assumption, one possible explanation is that for any single mobile molecule in the 
wetting layer, the movement in every direction on the mica surface is differently 
regulated by the anisotropic mica lattices so that all the isolated crystallites will simi larly 
experience intense 'bumping' by the mobile molecules only from specific directions (very 
possibly along the linear defect), which will definitely result in the high-aspect ratio 
chains, and the weak bumping from other directions, which could contribute to the slow 
growth in width. But another possible explanation is that even if the mobile molecules in 
the wetting layer randomly move in cve1y direction without any preference on the mica 
surface and thus all the isolated crystallites can experience the bumping of almost the 
same intensity from all directions by the mobile molecules, the movement of a crystallite 
on the wetting layer is differently regulated by the anisotropic mica lattices, which allows 
the crystallite to move more easily only along specific directions (very possibly along the 
linear defect) and thus to form the high-aspect ratio chains. 
As a matter of fact, our two explanations are quite similar because the regulation 
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from the substrate plays an important role in the formation of the high-aspect ratio 
chains. And it is very possible that in the real situation, the substrate could regulate both 
the mobile molecules in the wetting layer and the mobile c1ystallites on the wetting layer. 
Our understanding was supported by two facts. Firstly, the surface morphology quite 
depends on the substrate temperature. With the same deposition rate and the same 
deposition time, at low temperature (352 K) only small c1ystallites were available on the 
mica smface, while at higher temperature (523 K), only the high-aspect ratio chains 
existed. And of course, at a temperature between 352 K and 523 K, both small c1ystallites 
and the high-aspect ratio chains cocxistcd.[lO] Obviously, this fact proved that from a 
view of the thermodynamics, the formation of the high-aspect ratio is dominated by the 
entropy effect because the enthalpy effect can not contribute too much to the free energy 
change of the system. The other fact came from the results of the mmcaling process of 
such a system. When the growth was intenupted at a point where both small crystallites 
and the high-aspect ratio chains coexisted, and the sample was kept at the deposition 
temperature for a certain time, a further reduction of the strain can be achieved by 
incorporation of surrounding crystal lites into the already-existing chains to just increase 
the length of the chains.[l5] Undoubtedly, the mmealing process is a concrete proof of 
the role of the mobile molecules i11 the wetting layer played during the fom1ation of the 
chains from a view of the microscopic kinetics. 
Back to our case, the ultrathin protofibrils without noticeable growth in height and 
width are really coincident with Tersoff a11d Tromp's predictions a11d others' experiments 
on high-aspect ratio chains of PSP in the ultrahigh vacuum environment. Although our 
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system under buffer seems quite complicated, our understanding to the formation of the 
highly oriented collagen ultrathin protofibrils could get simplified if we can bonow some 
ideas from the fom1ation of the high-aspect ratio chains of PSP in the ultrahigh vacuum 
environment. In our system under buffer, the whole mica surface was covered by solvent 
molecules or ions and there could be one or more layers of solvent molecules or ions 
absorbed on the mica surface. When collagen monomers or initial collagen aggregates 
were introduced to the mica surface, a strain was surely induced locally into the absorbed 
solvent layer. Actually, in our case, the strain is not only limited to the absorbed solvent 
layer but also includes the surface of collagen monomers or initial collagen aggregates. 
So, in order to increase their entropy and hence lower their free energy, the solvent 
molecules or ions will push collagen monomers or initial collagen aggregates from all 
directions almost in three dimensions (assuming no push from the contact area between 
collagen and mica surface). However, the highly oriented collagen monomers or initial 
aggregates will experience very different resistance when they tTanslationally move in 
different directions on the anisotropic mica lattices, which allows the monomers or initial 
aggregates to move more easily along specific directions (very possibly along the 
orientation of the monomers or initial aggregates) and thus to form the highly oriented 
collagen ultrathin protofibrils with relatively slow growth in height and width . 
Here, we believe that it is quite reasonable to take the collagen monomers or initial 
aggregates as the equivalent of the dislocation-free crystallites on the PSP wetting layer 
in the ultrahigh vacuum environment. A Type I collagen monomer has a huge size (300 
nm in length and 1.5 nm in diameter) similar to that of the PSP crystallites (typical 100 x 
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50 x 20 nm3 in size). Moreover, the PSP crystal chains are spontaneously formed by 
rearrangement of the individual c1ystallitcs as entities, and thus even differently oriented 
PSP crystallites could be incorporated into one chain. As a matter of fact, collagen 
monomers can self-assemble into nonpolar or bipolar fibrils both in vivo and in vitro 
depending on the orientation of the collagen monomers inside the fibrils. In addition, 
some collagen self-assembly models also predicted the existence of the fusion of 
relatively small fibril segments (initial aggregates) into bigger fibrils during the 
fibrogenesis process. L 85] So, the rearrangement of the individual PSP crystallites into 
crystal chain is a really good comparison to the quasiepitaxial growth of ultrathin 
collagen protofibrils in our experiment. 
It seems that from the discussion we had so far, two most important factors for the 
quasicpitaxial growth of ultrathin collagen protofibrils on the mica surface can be 
abstracted. Firstly, collagen monomers or small initial aggregates can be electrostatically 
absorbed and be likely aligned in only the one most preferable direction on the 
underlying mica lattice. Secondly, the movement of collagen monomers or small initial 
aggregates is strictly regulated by the anisotropic mica lattices, which makes the 
crystallite move more easily only along specific directions (possibly along the orientation 
of the monomers or initial aggregates). Interestingly, the two questions, of which one is 
why the collagen protofibrils arc ultrathin, and the other is why the protofibril growth in 
width and height did not change much in spite of the concentration of collagen solution, 
are possible to be answered if we take just the two factors stressed above into account. 
One has to ask what roles are expected for the monomers' inherent self-assembly 
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properties to play here? Actually, in Muller's work, they pointed out that the monomers' 
self-assembly properties could allow the fmc adjustment within a collagen fibril by 
arTanging the monomers to reach the most prcfcrTcd interaction sites, which resulted in 
the D-banding fibrils in their work. In the next section, we will usc different kinds of 
buffer or solution to fmiher confirm their opinions. 
Although more evidence is required for our explanations on the ultrathin protofibrils 
without noticeable growth in height and width, we have to admit that with the regulation 
of mica { 001} cleavage lattices, the fonnation of the proto fibrils happened on some 
specific scale because when collagen solution with higher concentration was used, more 
crowded protofibrils were formed, instead of thicker protofibrils. It is reported that the 
early collagen fibrillogcncsis process in extracellular environment in vivo always happens 
on some critical scale to form fibrils of generally the same dimension. Many observations 
demonstrated that the fibril formation process is not a simple process like that: a single 
monomer fuses into a fibril already existed to get a bigger one.l93,126-128] Early studies 
on three dimensional structure analysis suggested that microfibrils of 4 nm in diameter 
and with 67 nm D-banding arc probably the basic structural unit of collagen fibrils on a 
larger scale than monomers; they consist of five quarter-staggered monomers and arc 
loosely entwined with each other for intcmal readjustment to form full fibrils.[93,128] 
But later studies identified that the assembly of 4D-staggcrcd dimers and trimers into 
oligomers might be crucial for the early stages of fibril formation.[129-131J More 
interestingly, Goh and coworkers found that by the addition of a 1-acid glycoprotein to an 
acidified solution of monomeric collagen, fibrous long spacing (FLS) collagen fibrils , 
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-which are collagen fibrils of the periodicity greater than the 67-nm periodicity of native 
collagen and have been found in vivo associated with a number of pathological 
conditions, were fom1cd in vitro at a pH around 4 and showed protrusions spaced at 
around 270 nm. Because neither the OD-staggcr model (end-on-end pac!Gng of collagen 
monomers) nor 4D-staggered pentamer could account for such FLS fibrils, they proposed 
a new mechanism for the formation of FLS collagen fibrils based on their AFM results . 
Firstly, collagen monomers are staggered into microfibrils possibly with CX!-acid 
glycoprotein in the overlap region. Then proto fibrils of 3-7 1m1 in diameter and 1-2 f.lm in 
length with protrusions at 270 nm periodicity are formed from such microfibrils and are 
very possible to be the structural units for the final FLS collagen fibrils. Finally, by the 
merging, the entangling, and the tight packing of the protofibrils, the FLS collagen fibrils 
arc formed with protrusions spaced evenly at 270 nm.[100,132] So, based on our and 
others' discoveries, we strongly believe that our investigation on the quasiepitaxial 
growth of ultrathin protofibrils on anisotropical mica {001} cleavage plane will hopefully 
provide insight into the mechanism of collagen assembly in the anisotropic extracellular 
environment in vivo. 
3.3.2.2 Buffers or Solutions 
As we discussed in the previous section, the regulation by the mica lattices could be 
dominant during the quasicpitaxial growth of protofibrils, but we arc really curious about 
to what extent the monomers' inherent self-assembly properties can influence the pattern 
of the prototibrils on the mica surface. So, in the following experiments, different buffers 
or solutions for making the collagen suspension and for incubating samples on substrates 
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were used to investigate this question. The method mentioned before on the mica surface 
was to make collagen solution in phosphate buffer containing Na+ ions, then incubate 
samples by phosphate buffer containing K+ ions ovcmight. However, different buffers 
could make a big difference on the protofibril pattern fonncd on the substrate. Based on 
our proposal of quasiepitaxial growth of collagen fibrils, the interaction between collagen 
monomers and mica surface is the complementary electrostatic match between the 
protein's zigzag distributed charged residues and the mica {001} charged lattices. 
Obviously, a buiTer with different ions could change the charge distribution on the mica 
{00 1} cleavage plane somehow such as replacing the cations in the negatively charged 
'troughs' . Moreover, it was reported that different ions in vitro could accelerate or inhibit 
the fibrillogcncsis process by influencing the charged side chains of collagen monomers 
and by competing the hydrogen bonding sites with water molcculcs.[93,133,134] Since 
the charge distribution of the mica {001} cleavage plane, the charge distribution of the 
collagen monomers, and the self-assembly properties of collagen monomers could be 
drastically changed when different buffers are used, undoubtedly, the guasiepitaxial 
growth of collagen fibrils would be also influenced to some extent. 
Making collagen solution and incubating samples with the same buffer 
In this experiment, we first tried to usc the same buffer to make collagen solution and 
to incubate samples on the mica surface. In Fig.3.10 A, the sample was made by 30 pg/ml 
collagen solution in the phosphate buffer (pii 7.5) of8.2 mM KThP04, 41.8 mM K2I-IP04 
and 200 mM KCl, and was incubated by the same buffer overnight. From the topographic 
image, we can fmd that lots of proto fibrils were interwoven with each other, but they also 
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show a general orientation. Such fibrils are around 150 nm in width and 1 nm in height. 
We also prepared a sample made by 0.3 ,ug/ml collagen solution. Although nothing could 
be found on that sample (image not shown), it is really consistent with our opinion about 
the concentration of collagen solution discussed above. Another point is that it seems that 
for a specific quasiepitaxial growth of collagen protofibrils, there is a critical 
concentration of collagen solution to form such patterned protofibrils. However, m 
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Figure 3. 10 AFM topographic images (AC Mode) of patterned collagen protofibrils 
quasicpitaxially grown on the mica surface under phosphate buffer with the line-scan 
height spectra shown below. The scan area is always 3.0 f.Jm x 3.0 ,um. The mica 
surface was flushed by collagen monomers in 50 mM phosphate buffer and 
incubated by the same buffer overnight. A: 30 ,ug/ml collagen in 50 mM phosphate 
buffer (200 mM K+, pH 7.5); B: 0.3 pg/ml collagen in 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 
mM Na+, pH 7.5). 
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Fig.3.10 B for the sample made by 0.3 pg/ml collagen solution in the phosphate buffer 
(piT 7.5) of 8.2 mM NaihP04, 41.8 mM NaziiP04 and 200 m.M NaCl, and incubated by 
the same buffer overnight, one can find a very fuzzy morphology of bundled protoftbrils 
on a scanned mica surface around 3.0 pm x 3.0 ,um. But the overall orientation of the big 
proto fibrils in Fig.3 .1 0 B is still quite clear. The proto fibril clusters in Fig.3 .1 0 B are 
around 0.7 nm in height and 80 nm in width, and the spacing between these groupings is 
around 300 nm. 
From the results above, one can fmd that when the phosphate buffer containing 
sodium ions was used to dissolve collagen and to incubate samples, only 0.3 ,ug/ml 
collagen solution was required to form patterned protofibrils (Fig.3.10 B). But for the 
phosphate buffer containing contain potassium ions, collagen solution of a higher 
concentration was required to form patterned protofibrils. It seems that sodium ions could 
be helpful for the formation of some initial collagen aggregates or nucleation process on 
the mica surface under solution, while potassium ions could inhibit such initial collagen 
nucleation process. Moreover, when we used the phosphate buffer containing Na+ ions to 
make collagen solution, but the phosphate buffer containing contain K+ ions to incubate 
samples, even with the collagen solution of a low concentration of 0.3 pg/ml, a beautiful 
pattern with distinct protofibrils was fonned everywhere on the whole mica surface. This 
result probably showed us that the initial aggregates formed on the mica surface under 
the phosphate buffer containing Na+ ions could act as the main nucleation centers for the 
protoiibrils, while during the incubation by the phosphate buffer containing K+ ions, the 
main process could be the adding the collagen monomers or small aggregates to the 
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already existing nucleation centers due to potassium ions' inhibition of the initial collagen 
nucleation process. So, from this perspective, potassium ions could be really crucial for 
the longer and thicker fibrils' formation although they might inhibit the initial collagen 
nucleation process on the mica surface under solution. As a matter of fact, in Muller's 
work, they also found potassium ions are crucial to the formation of D-banding ultrathin 
protofibrils. Muller and coworkers proposed that if the interaction between collagen 
monomers is too strong, the collagen monomers could assemble randomly by any 
available interaction sites and thus result in a loss of the characteristic fibril periodicity, 
the D-banding; however, if the interaction is appropriate, the monomers within a fibril 
could adjust themselves to pursue the most preferred sites, probably the periodic 
interaction sites, to form the fibrils with D-banding. [ 64] Because they believed that 
potassium ions could inhibit the collagen fibrillogenesis somehow, and thus allow the 
monomers within a fibril to find periodic interaction sites to form the D-banding fibrils. 
[64J Unfortunately, in all of our experiments, we could not find convincing proof about 
D-banding fibrils, which is probably due to the low resolution of our imaging under fluid. 
Tris-HCI bt~ffer 
It is reported that Tris-HCl, glucose, and arginine can interfere with the collagen 
fibrillogcncsis process. [ 126, 132] So, in the following experiment, a Tris-HCl buffer for 
sample incubation was applied to further the investigation on the influence of buffer on 
the quasicpitaxial growth of collagen fibrils . But collagen was still dissolved in the 
phosphate buffer (pii 7.5) of 8.2 mM NaibP04, 41.8 mM Na2IIP04 and 200 mM NaCl 
because based on our previous experiments, it seems that enough collagen initial 
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aggregates could be introduced on the m1ca surface if collagen solution containing 
sodium ions was used. After flushing by the collagen solution, the samples were 
incubated by the buffer (pii 7.5) containing 50 mM Tris-IICl and 200 mM KCl 
ovemight. A sample made by 0.3 pg/ml collagen solution was imaged then: in Fig.3 .11 A, 
ultrathin protofibrils were crowded on a 3.0 11m x 3.0 11m scanned area but they were 
generally aligned to one direction. Although it is hard to tell the length of such ultrathin 
fibrils , they are around 0.5 nm in height and 60 nm in width. If we compare Fig.3.11 A to 
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Figure 3. 11 AFM topographic images (AC Mode) of pattcmcd collagen proto fibrils 
quasicpitaxially grown on the mica surface under Tris-IICl buffer with the line-scan 
height spectra shown below. The scan area is always 3.0 pm x 3.0 Jlm. The mica 
surface was flushed by collagen monomers in 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 mM 
Na+, pH 7.5) and incubated by 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (200 mM K+, pH 7.5) 
ovemight. A: 0.3 pg/ml collagen solution; B: 0.1 p g/ml collagen solution. 
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Fig.3 .5 because the difference between the two samples was just the conjugate acid-base 
pairs in the two buffer systems, we can find that Tris-IICl could inhibit the later 
association of the initial aggregates on the mica surface after the initial collagen 
nucleation process was done on the mica surface in the phosphate buffer containing 
sodium ions. Since the 0.3 ,ug/ml collagen solution used above seems too concentrated 
for the Tris-HCl system, a sample made by 0.1 ,ug/ml collagen solution in sodium 
containing phosphate buffer was used instead. In Fig.3.11 B, parallel protofibril bands of 
0.8 ,urn in width were separated by 1 ,urn wide empty mica surface; and protofibrils in one 
band were close enough and gave a fuzzy morphology. The small fi bri ls in one band were 
around 0.6 n111 in height and 60 n111 in width, which is very similar to that in Fig.3.11 A. 
Calcium solution and Phosphate buffer 
As we know, collagen fibril s could be the most important scaffold for 
biomineralization m animals' connective tissuc,[38,68] and investigating the 
biomineralization process of collagen in vitro is of great interests to understand of the 
biomineralization mechanisms in vivo. Since collagen and hydroxyapatite {CaJo(P04)6 
(OH)2} are the main components of bone and dentin,l95] in our following experiments, 
calcium ions were used to investigate their influence on fibrils ' fom1ation. 
In our first trial, the mica surface was flushed by 0.3 ,ug/ml collagen solution 
containing 20 mM Ca2+ and 200 mM NaCl (pii 7.5) and then was rinsed and incubated 
by a solution containing 20 mM Ca2+ and 200 mM KCI (pTI 7.5) ovcmight. In Fig.3 .1 2 A, 
on a large area of 10.0 ,urn x J 0.0 pm, the sample made by 0.3 ftg/m l collagen solution 
gave many short and ncar symmetrical protofibrils with the thickest part in the middle 
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-and paraboloidal pointed tip in the ends. Actually, the aligned protofibrils here were of 
different sizes ranging from 100 nm to 5 ,um in length, but they almost maintained the 
same shape. The height for all of the protofibril s was almost around 0.5 nm, but the width 
ranged from several to 300 nm, while the spacing between such fibrils was around 1 ,um. 
If we compare the results with those of Fig.3.5, the difference in morphologies could 
arise from several possible reasons: from the density of the protofibrils, it seems that a 
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stable pH in phosphate buffer could be preferred for the nucleation of fibril fonnation, 
and that calcium ions could influence the charge distribution on the mica {00 1} cleavage 
plane by replacing the cations in the negatively charged 'troughs' and thus decrease the 
absorption amount of collagen molecules on the mica surface; but from the width of the 
formed protofibrils, it seems that calcium ions could prohibit the nucleation of fibril 
formation, but be helpful ror the surface-mediated association of the already existed 
monomers or initial aggregates on the mica {001} cleavage plane. In view of the low 
density of proto fibrils in Fig.3 .12 A, collagen solution with a much higher concentration, 
30 pglml, was used instead while the same procedure was followed. But the collagen 
concentration was probably too high so that in Fig.3.12 B no single fibrils could be 
distinguished on such a crowded pattem. Such fibrils arc generally l ru11 in height and 
1 50 nm in width at the maximum section. 
As we mentioned, proteins could act as both nucleation templates and specific 
growth inhibitors based on the mineral crystal-protein recognition during the 
biomineralization process. It is supported by experiments where alkane monolayers of 
various compositions as well as proteins were shown to operate as catalysts for 
crystal lization by virtue of their complementarity to the crystal surface on one plane. 
[18,41-50] Because an osteon in the mammal cortical bone is structured by concentric 
collagen fiber networks with oano-sized thin elongated hydroxyapatite platelets fitting in 
extra- and intra- fibrillar spaces and aligning with the same orientation of the fibers 
l38,39J, scientists have been very eager to understand the real roles played by collagens 
during the biomineralization process. Although it was reported that only with the 
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assistance of some noncollagenous proteins (NCPs) tightly bound to the collagen 
scaffold, hydroxyapatite could be first nucleated in the gap region of the collagen fibrils 
and then anisotropically grow into mineral platelets within the collagen fibrils in a highly 
organized staggered manner, we still want to further investigate it with our patterned 
protofibrils under quasiepitaxial growth. However, in our experiments, if we mix Ca2+ 
ions and phosphate ions together and put such mixture on a patterned collagen 
protofibrils existed already, amorphous calcium phosphate could cover the whole pattern 
and make AFM imaging impossible. So, in our experiment, first we tried to get some 
calcium rich or phosphate rich monomers or initial aggregates (assuming monomers 
could trap such ions at some specific biding sites), then incubate the samples in the buffer 
containing the other ions. Perhaps, we would be lucky to fmd hydroxyapatite nucleation 
on the protofibrils. 
In Fig.3 .13 A, we designed the experiment to make 5. 0 pg/ml calcium rich collagen 
solution (pH 7.5) containing 20 mM Ca2+ and 200 mM NaClfirst, flush the solution on a 
mica surface, and then rinse and incubate the sample with the phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) 
of 8.2 mM KIIzP04, 41.8 mM KziiP04 and 200 mM KCl overnight. In Fig.3 .13 A, on an 
area of 3.0 ,urn x 3.0 ,um, fibrils were aligned perfectly to one direction. The average 
height of the fibrils was 2.5 nm, the average width is 100 nm, and the average spacing 
between two neighbors was around 450 nm. Comparing the protofibrils in Fig.3.5, one 
can find that the protofibrils in the two experiments look very similar. But the collagen 
solution used here was of a concentration more than ten times higher, and the fibrils 
obtained here were generally thicker. However, in this experiment, we could not find any 
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mineral crystal nucleation points along the fibrils . Probably during the rinsing procedure, 
most of the Ca2+ ions were just washed off; some CaH ions trapped by collagen molecules 
were not concentrated enough to form calcium phosphate precipitate, much less 
crystal! inc hydroxyapatite. 
Interestingly, a reverse procedure compared to the experiment above was used to 
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Figure 3.13 AFM topographic images (AC Mode) of patterned collagen 
protofibrils guasiepitaxially gTown on mica surface under solution with the line-
scan height spectra shown below. The scan area is always 3.0 ,um x 3.0 ,um. A: 
The mica surface was flushed by 5.0 ,ug/ml collagen monomers in 20 mM Ca2+ 
solution (200 mM Na+, pll 7.5) and incubated by 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 
mM K+, piJ 7.5) overnight; B: The mica surface was flushed by 5.0 ,ug/ml collagen 
monomers in 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 mM Na+, pii 7.5) and incubated in 20 
mM Ca2+ solution (200 mM K+, pH 7.5) overnight. 
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prepare sample next. A freshly cleaved mica surface was flushed by 5.0 pglml collagen 
solution in the phosphate buffer (pii 7.5) containing 8.2 mM NaiizP04, 41.8 mM 
Na2IIP04 and 200 mM NaCI, and then was rinsed and incubated by the solution (pii 7.5) 
containing 20 mM Ca2+ and 200 mM KCI ovcmight. In Fig.3.13 B, crowded protofibrils 
with uniform orientation were found everywhere on the mica surface. Protofibrils here 
were generally 1.3 nm in height and 80 nm in width and the average spacing between 
such fibrils was only around 100 nm. In Fig.3 .13 B, one can also find one or two small 
particles with a diameter around 200 nm. Although the small particles can be imaged by 
AFM, more characterization by other methods like IR is required before they are 
accepted as hydroxyapatite crystallites. Moreover, such particles were randomly arranged 
without showing any pronounced connection with the protofibrils around. However, from 
the results in Fig.3 .13, some ideas about the quasicpitaxial growth of collagen 
protofibrils were confirmed again: from densities ofprotofibrils in Fig.3.13, it seems that 
calcium ions could influence the charge distribution on the mica {001} cleavage plane 
and thus decrease the absorption amount of collagen molecules on the mica surface, and 
that making collagen solution in a stable pii in phosphate buffer could be useful for the 
initial nucleation of fibril formation and result in crowded protofibrils. From the average 
size of the protofibrils, it seems that phosphate ions could also be helpful for the surface-
mediated association of the already existing monomers or initial aggregates on the mica 
{001} cleavage plane into thick protofibrils. 
As we discussed previously, under the quasiepitaxial regulation of the mica lattices 
on both the alignment and the movement of the collagen monomers and initial 
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aggregates, ultrathin collagen protofibrils can be fanned on the mica surface under 
solution and be oriented along a specific direction. However, from the experiments in this 
section, one can fmd the monomers' inherent self-assembly properties, which were 
adjusted by using buffers or solutions containing different ions, can severely influence the 
morphologies of the patterned protofibrils on the mica surface although those self-
assembly properties might not change the orientation ofthe protofibrils at all. 
3.3.2.3 Incubation time 
It was reported that fibroblasts in cell culture could initially reorganize collagen gels 
into anisotropic strips at the first 6-15 min, and continue the process over 7 h. As a matter 
of fact, while Muller and coworkers tried to use AFM to manipulate the freshly 
assembled protofibrils, they also fotmd that the protofibril mnys were stabilized over 4-5 
hours. But after that critical period, the fibrils could not be further manipulated in a 
controlled manner, and the resulting collagen coatings could remain stable for several 
months without Loss of fiber orientation or mechanical strength. Actually, in our 
experiments, we a lso found the patterned protofibrils were usually stabilized over 4-5 
hours (data not shown). But during this short period, it is really hard for AFM to map the 
time course of the initial patterning due to the perturbation brought by the AFM tip. 
As we discussed, with the regulation of mica {001} cleavage lattices, the 
quasi epitaxial growth of the protofibrils always happens on a specific scale. However, is 
it possible for higher hierarchical structures to emerge from the patterned protofibrils? 
Although we believed the long tcm1 results from Muller's work, we sti ll investigated to 
what extent the Long incubation time could influence the fibril pattern formation. In the 
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Figure 3.14 AFM topographic image (AC Mode) of pattcmcd collagen proto fibrils 
grown on the mica surface under phosphate buffer. The sample was made by the 
same procedure as that in Fig.3.5: the mica surface was flushed by 0.3 ,ug/ml 
collagen monomers in 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 mM Na+, pH 7.5) and 
incubated by 50 mM phosphate buffer (200 mM K-t, pH 7.5). But the sample had 
been incubated for five days before imaging. A: a scan area of 20 ,um x 20 fJm; B: a 
zoom-in scan of A on an area of 3.7 ,um x 3.7 ,um; C: a zoom-in scan of Bon an 
area of 630 nm x 630 nm with the line-scan height spectrum shown on the right. 
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following experiment, we prepared the sample the same way as that in Fig.3.5: the 
freshly cleaved mica surface was first flushed by 0.3 ftg/ml collagen solution in the 
phosphate buffer (pii 7.5) containing 8.2 mM NaiizP04, 41.8 mM NazHP04 and 200 mM 
NaCI, then was rinsed and buffered by a phosphate buffer (pii 7.5) containing 8.2 mM 
KHzP04, 41.8 mM KzHP04 and 200 mM KCl. But in this experiment, we incubated the 
samples for five days instead of just overnight. In Fig.3 .14, we found an amazing 
morphology on the mica surface compared to that in Fig.3. 5. On a large area of 20 f/111 x 
20 flm in Fig.3 .14 A, several network structures with a general tnmk shape of trees could 
be seen: those structures have one long and sharp end; along this end to the other, the 
trunks became wider and wider; and the struch1rcs could have several branches. Fig.3 .14 
B was a zoom-in image within such trunk struch1rcs to give a better resolution of the 
highly organized networks with round joints. In Fig.3.14 C the round joints of the 
networks were nonnally wider and higher than the fibrils in between. The fibrils were 
around 4 nm high and 45 1m1 wide, and the average fibrils' length between two joints was 
around 250 nm; the joints ranged from 30 nm to 100 nm in width, and around 30 nm in 
height. 
In view of the inconsistencies between our long term incubation results and Muller's, 
we found that during our incubation process, we used a drop of buffer solution to cover 
the mica surface, while in Muller's work, they probably used a fluid cell[64] So, in our 
long time incubation, the huge drying effect probably caused collagen fibrils to rearrange 
into network structures, and caused mineral to precipitate among the initial networks and 
fmally tum into the round joints. More systematical works are required for the further 
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investigation on the network based collagen trunk structures. 
3.4 Conclusion 
In sum, in our experiments, we successfully created and imaged patterned collagen 
proto fibrils quasicpitaxially grown on the mica { 001} and IIOPG { 0001} cleavage 
planes. Since our method was based on the self-assembly of collagen monomers or 
collagen initial aggregates, we might call this method a 'bottom up' method for creating 
patterned collagen protofibrils. In our experiments, we found that although amorphous 
growth of collagen structures on the nonpolar HOPG surface can not be well handled, the 
quasi epitaxial growth of collagen protofibrils on a charged mica surface can be precisely 
controlled by adjusting the concentration of collagen solution, the buffers, and maybe the 
incubation time. By our quasicpitaxial growth methods, we can roughly bridge the 
hierarchical struchtrcs on the nano-to-mesoscale between collagen monomers and big 
collagen fibrils . We believe that our unique discoveries will definitely provide insight 
into the origin of the collagen matrix from fibroblasts and even the structure-based 
functions of the extracellular matrix (ECM), and that the patterned collagen protofibrils 
could also serve as platforms or scaffolds to direct cellular research and biomineralization 
sh1dics. 
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Chapter 4 
Patterned two dimensional collagen bundles 
created by a Top-Down method 
----- the AFM tip as a molecular broom 
4.1 Introduction 
Characterizing the morphologies of polymers on different substrates and 
understanding mechanisms of the organization of polymers has been extensively 
approached by different means and thcorics.[l-7] Controlling the fom1ation and the 
spatial organization of adsorbed polymers on substrates has also been under intense 
investigation. [8-13] As the most important biopolymers, extracellular matrix (ECM) 
proteins have been aroused researchers' interest because pattemed ECM protein surfaces 
on substrates have lots of potential applications, such as the development of biosensors, 
bioreactors, immunoassays, and the biocompatible implants .l14-21] Different physical 
and chemical treatments focused on both ECM proteins and substrates were used to 
enhance the protein-coated surface properties since oriented topographical features 
(fibers, grooves) of the substrates' surface induce the orientation of the cells, a 
phenomenon known as "contact guidance" and important in cell adhesion, shape, motility 
and physiology.[l5 ,22-30] 
Among all of the proteins under investigation, collagens are so important because 
they are the major constituents of the connective tissues of multicellular animals. [14,3 1-
33] As the most important extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins found in a wide range of 
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vertebrates and inve1iebrates, collagen fibrils are acting as both solid state regulators for 
cellular function and scaffolding of the tissue architecture, particularly in large 
vertebrates. [ 14,31-42] As the molecular unit of collagen fibrils, each collagen monomer 
consists of three polypeptide chains coiled around each other and thus forms a triple 
helix. In every single chain of a collagen monomer helix, every three amino acid residues 
there must be a glycine to induce the final triple-helical structure, and other amino acids 
present abundantly are most likely to be proline and hydroxyproline. Among more than 
20 types of monomers, Type I collagen is distinguished by its abundance in mammalian 
organisms. The Type I collagen helical molecule is a heterotrimcr comprising two 
identical ct1 (I) chains and one ct2(I) chain. The <11 (I) and ct2(I) chains arc very similar, but 
their primary structures arc coded by separate genes. Each of the ct.-chains contain a little 
more than 1 000 amino acid residues and have molecular weights of approximately 
95,000 Da. In Type I collagen monomers, the triple-helix occurs throughout 95% of the 
length of the rod-like monomer. The other 5% comprise the 17 N-terminal residues and 
the 26 C-terminal residues, which do not have glycine as every third residue. These are 
called tclopeptides and are assumed to provide infonnation for self-assembly into fibrils 
of67 nm axial periodicity (D-banding).[42-54] 
It is reported that collagen directly mediates cell adhesion and is therefore 
frequently used for the coating of cell culture flasks and dishcs,[36] and collagenous 
materials arc applied in tissue engineering products which were recently developed for 
applications in dermatology, orthopedics, or oral surgery.l36,37,55J Although Nature 
accomplishes the construction of well organized extracellular matrix (ECM) through the 
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process of self-assembly, relying on noncovalent and covalent interactions between 
relatively smal l precursor molecules, such "bottom-up" approaches to supramolccular 
organization arc not well understood and in n1ost of the cases, arc so tough to be applied. 
[56-60] For instance, during the established protocols for the coating of cell culture 
camers that usually make use of Type I collagen monomers, the monomeric 
tropocollagen forms thin layers which do not resemble the naturally occurring functional 
matrices.L36,61,62J In view of the situation, practical but more efficient methods are 
required to control topographical features of the coating surface. 
As a matter of fact, during the past years, new top-down methods Like 
Microcontact printing and Nanolithography of Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) have 
emerged to control the patterned protein-coated surface on the nano-to-mesoseale.[63-65] 
Direct Microcontact printing of proteins on solid substrates can be done in a second by 
precisely transferring the proteins from stamp to substrate without loss of biological 
activities.L66-70J However, Nanolithography of Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) has 
been proven to be a more precise way to manipulate proteins or protein film on the 
substrates on the nano scale since such manipulation appJications including surface 
scratching and patterning, localized surface oxidation, nanotubc and particle 
manipulation, molecular manipulation, single molecule experiments and more. Since in 
1990 IBM imaged and manipulated Xenon atoms with STM (Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy), more comprehensive operations of the Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) 
family have been applied to precisely and flexibly manipulate the biological species. 
L15,23,28,71-75J 
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Among the SPM family, AFM has been widely applied more recently in many 
biological systems due to its advantages in surface pattcming.[56,64,65 ,76] First, AFM 
has a really appropriate control on the sample since the force applied by the AFM tip can 
range from IQ-11 N to 10-6 N. It is widely accepted that force should not exceed IQ-11 N in 
order to not disturb most of the biological surfaces.l9,77j So, by applying different forces 
on the biological samples, one can both image and manipulate the biological species. 
Moreover, AFM can operate under physiological conditions, which means the biological 
species can always maintain their biological activities during the operation. And of 
course only small amounts of samples (microlitrcs of fluid or < mm2 of solid) arc 
required for the sample handling. Since AFM can be used to touch the nanoworld so 
precisely and conveniently, many exciting experiments such as physical modulating a 
single protein's confonnation, stretching and unfolding a individual DNA molecule, 
disrupting antibody-antigen bonds, planting nanopatteming of collagen by dip-pen 
nanolithography and brooming monoclonal IgM film on mica have been carried out with 
the AFM machine.l56,78-86] 
In our experiments, we were trying to usc the AFM tips as molecular brooms to 
pattcm the Type I collagen coated Si wafer surface both in air and under water. We also 
applied the AC mode of the AFM to image the patterned surface under water. The 
mechanism for the formation of such pattcm was also intensively explored. 
4.2 Experimental procedures 
Preparation of collagen samples on Si substrates 
All the chemical reagents used were of analytical grade and prepared with 
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ultrapure water (18 MQ Bamsted Nanopure). 3.0 mg/ml VITROGEN (purified) collagen 
for cell culture and biochemistry (pH 2.0, dissolved in 0.012 M IICl) was purchased from 
Cohesion (Califomia, USA) and stored at 4 °C. VITROGEN (purified) collagen is 99.9 
%pure collagen which is 95-98 % Type I collagen with the remainder being comprised 
of type Ill collagen. For collagen solution preparation, the VITROGEN (purified) 
collagen was always diluted with ultrapure water into a solution of the concentration of 
30 ,ug/ml. As the substrate, a square fragment of Si wafer (1.5 em x 1.5 em) was used. 
The substrate was dried by flushing with a gentle nitrogen flow for about 1 min after it 
was washed by 1.0 mM NaOH solution ftrst, then washed by 95% ethanol, and fmally 
rinsed by ultrapure water. After that, 30 fd of the 30 ,ug/ml collagen solution prepared 
above was dropped by a pipcttor onto the clean, dried Si substrate and left there for 30 
min. Then ultrapure water was used to rinse the sample twice to remove loosely bound 
molecules. Following the rinsing step, the sample was put into a laminar flow hood at 
room temperature for at least one day before it was loaded on an AFM machine. 
Imaging collagen samples on Si substrates by AFM 
The AFM imaging experiments were canicd out by the Molecular Force Puller, 
MFP 3D (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). Silicon cantilevers coated with 
Cr and Au having a typical force constant of 0.1 N/m (CSC37/Cr-Au) were purchased 
from MicroMasch (Estonia). The tips have a nominal force constant of around 0.1 N/m, 
the radius of curvature less than 50 nm, a tip height around 15-20 f.Lm, and full tip cone 
angle less than 30°. All the samples were imaged in buffers at room temperature. The 
patterned collagen surface was created and imaged by Contact Mode at different forces at 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the geometries of a AFM cantilever 
and the tip. A: a side view of the cantilever and the tip. The AFM cantilever is 
in a rectangle shape, and on the top of the cantilever, a pyramidal tip was 
attached in the right end, and was depicted as a transparent pyramid. B: a top 
view of the cantilever and tip. I and II represent two facets of the pyramidal 
tip. Black arrows represent three fast-scam1ing directions: a scan angle of 0° is 
defined by the fast-scam1ing direction parallel to the long axis of the 
cantilever; a scan angle of 90° is defined by the fast-scanning direction 
perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever; and a scan angle of 4Y is 
defined by the fast-scanning direction 45° to the long axis of the cantilever, and 
at a scan angle of 45°, the projection of the edge between facet I and II on the 
cantilever is parallel to the fast-scmming direction. 
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room temperatuTe both in air and under water. AFM images were also obtained in AC 
Mode at aRMS amplitude of around 100 1m1 and a drive frequency of 6.8 kHz close to 
the resonance frequency of the cantilever under water. During both operation modes, the 
AFM scans the surface in a raster pattern with a frequency of 320 liz in the fast-scanning 
direction and 1.25 Hz in the perpendicular direction. In all of the AFM images, the 
horizontal direction is referred to as the fast-scanning drrection and the vertical direction 
is referred to as the slow-scam1ing direction, and the resolution is always 256 lines along 
the slow-scatming direction. Fig.4.1 represents the geometTies of a AFM cantilever with a 
tip attached. As shown in Fig.4.1 B, thTcc scan angles are defined according to different 
fast-scanning directions : at a scan angle of 0° or 90°, the fast-sca.Jming direction of the tip 
is parallel or perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever, and the movement of one of 
the pyramidal facets (facet T or IT) is parallel to the fast-scanning direction; while at a 
scan angle of 4SO, the fast-scanning drrection of the tip is 45° to the long axis of the 
cantilever, and the projection of the edge between two pyramidal facets (facets I and II) is 
parallel to the fast-scam1ing direction. In air, only Contact Mode was applied, but under 
water, both Contact Mode and AC Mode were switched frequently in the same spot to 
investigate the pattern formation on that area. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
As mentioned in the experimental proccdmcs before, the dry sample which was 
put into a laminar Dow hood at room temperature for one day was loaded on a AFM 
machine for scanning first at a scan angle of0° and a force around 80 nN. In Fig.4.2 A, on 
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an area of 10 j.lm x 10 flm, the first scan showed a surface with lots of objects that are 
probably collagen aggregates lying randomly and intertwining with each other to some 
extent, but the roughness on the whole area is less than 1 nm. However, in Fig.4.2 B, on a 
spot with an area of 2.5 j.lm x 2.5 ~tm in the same large area of Fig.4.2 A, another scan 
with the same force and the same scan angle created a well-defined corrugation on the 
surface: compact collagen bundles were aligned with each other, and the orientation of 
the bundles was quite uniform and seemed perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. 
In Fig.4.2 B some bundles are around 1.5 nm in height while others are around 3.0 nm in 
height, and the average width for those bundles arc normally 50 nm. However, the length 
of the bundles ranges from 100 nanometers to several micrometers. Next, Fig.4.2 C 
shows the AFM image after one more scan with the same force on the same area of 
Fig.4.2 B. One can find the corrugation surface still consisted of compact collagen 
bundles and orientation of the bundles was indeed perpendicular to the fast-scam1ing 
direction. However, compared with Fig.4.2 B, objects in Fig.4.2 C are not exactly the 
same, w}lich implies that such bundles are not really stable and a force around 80 nN 
applied on the AFM tip can easily reshape them. Most of the bundles in Fig.4.2 C are 
around 5 11111 in height, but some bundles still rcmai11 1.5 11111 in height, and the average 
width for those bundles is around 80 m11. 
From the results above, one can find that bundles in Fig.4.2 C are generally wider 
and higher than that in Fig.4.2 B. In the next procedure, a zoom-in scan with the same 
force and the same scan angle but a smaller area of 800 nm x 800 nm in the area of 
Fig.4.2 C created even bigger bundles in F ig.4.2 D. The space between the bundles in 
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Figure 4.2 AFM topographic images (Contact Mode) of30 Jtg!ml collagen coati11g 
on Si wafer in air. A force of arOLmd 80 nN was used to create patterns at a scan 
angle 0° (indicated by white arrows) on the coated surface from A to D. A: a scan 
area of 10 Jllll x 10 Jtm; B: a zoom-in scan of A on an area of2.5 pm x 2.5 pm; C: a 
scan on the same area of in B; D: a zoom-in scan of C on an area of 800 om x 800 
nm. The line-scan height spectra are shown below. 
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Fig.4.2 D were around 20 nm and much wider than that in Fig.4.2 B and Fig.4.2 C, and 
the orientation of the bundles was still perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. The 
bundles in Fig.4.2 D arc actually of a quite regular lateral periodicity around 100 nm, and 
such periodic components arc aligned in a zigzag pattern but the overall orientation of a 
single bundle was perpendicular to the fast-scruming direction, which probably happened 
during the scanning of Fig.4.2 B and Fig.4.2 C. In Fig.4.2 D, such periodic components 
have a maximum height around 6 nm while the joint between adjacent bundles is only 1.5 
nm high, and the average width for those components is around 85 nm, which is a little 
wider than the bundles in Fig.4.2 C. 
During the next experiment, the same sample in Fig.4.2 was used, but this time, 
the Si surface was covered with 50 ,ul ultrapure water and then was loaded on the AFM 
machine for scanning. As we did in Fig.4.2, a force around 80 nN was also applied on the 
wet sample. In Fig.4.3 A we scanned an area of 5 1-lm x 5 ,um at a scan angle of 0° and 
found the surface was quite flat with no clear objects. MFP 3D software showed that the 
rouglmess is less than 0.2 nm. However, in Fig.4.3 Bone more scan in the same area with 
the same force and same scan angle created a well-defined corrugated surface that 
resembled the one on the dry sample (shown in Fig.4.2): collagen bundles with a zigzag 
shape were aligned with each other, and the overall orientation of the bundles was quite 
unifonn and perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. The length of such bundles 
ranges from several hundred nanometers to several micrometers. But compared to the 
ones in Fig.4.2 B, bundles created by two scans under water are sparser and much bigger 
in size than those on the dry sample: the bundles are around 1. 7 nm in height and 160 nm 
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Figure 4.3 AFM topographic images (Contact Mode) of 30 pg/ml collagen coating 
on Si wafer under water. A force of around 80 nN was used to create patterns on the 
coated surface from A to C. A: a scan area of 5 pm x 5 ,urn; B : a scan on the same 
area of in A; C: a zoom-in scan ofB on an area of 1.6 ftm x 1.6 pm. The scan angle 
0° is indicated by white arrows, and the line-scan height spectrum is shown in the 
right for A, but is shown below forB and C. 
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in width on average, and the space between such bundles was armmd 190 nm. In Fig.4.3 
C, a zoom-in scan of 1.6 ~nn x 1.6 ~nn in the area of Fig.4.3 B with the same force and 
the same scan angle created bigger but sparser bundles as expected. The average width of 
the bundles was about 190 nm and the space between the bundles was about 200 nm. The 
bundles in Fig.4.3 C are also of a quite regular lateral periodicity around 350 nm, with 
such periodic components aligned in a zigzag pattern but with the overall orientation of a 
single bundle generally perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. Similar to those in 
Fig.4.2 D, such periodic components have a maximum height around 5.0 nm while the 
joint between two periodic components is only 2.0 nm high. 
From the experiment above, we can see at an appropriate force in Contact Mode 
(or Constant Force Mode), the AFM tip can be used to create patterned collagen-coated 
Si surface in air and under water, and the orientation of the bundle pattern is 
perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. As we know, Type I collagen monomers can 
naturally self-assemble into functional matrices since the C-telopeptides and N-
telopeptides on the monomer's ends can provide self-assembly information into fibrils. 
[3 1 -42] Although such kind of col lagen bundles or aggregates we observed have never 
been reported in any literature and do not resemble any collagen fibrils reported so far, 
how much arc those bundles related to the bioactivities of collagen monomers? In 1989, 
Drake and coworkers used AFM to observe a biochemical process, tlmnnbin-catalyzed 
polymerization of fibrinogen.[78] A few drops of fibrinogen dissolved into phosphate 
buffer were placed on a mica surface, and then AFM was used in Contact Mode at a force 
around 2 nN to image fibrinogen under buffer. However, they could not observe any 
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fibrinogen on mica and they blamed the weak attraction between fibrinogen molecules 
and the mica surface. But when they added the clotting enzyme, thrombin, to remove a 
set of peptides fi:om fibrinogen molecules so as to unmask polymerization sites and 
produce fibrin monomers, a growing zigzag chain that was probably aggregates of fibrin 
monomers was detected by AFM consequently, and finally fibrin nets were formed on the 
whole imaging area of 450 nm x 450 nm by such parallel chains. They proposed that 
although small aggregates of fibrin monomers did move around, while such aggregates 
connected with each other to form a single chain, such fibrin chains could be imaged 
reproducibly due to less motion under buffer. But, one can still find in their work, the 
overall orientation of the zigzag 'chains' were quite unifom1 and was probably 
perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. Moreover, in 1990, Lin and coworkers found 
that when they investigated a murine antifluorcscyl monoclonal immunoglobulin G ( 4-4-
20 IgG2), a protein of some self-aggregating properties, in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) 
on mica surface with AFM under a force of 1 nN in Contact Mode, a corrugation surface 
with a layer of zigzag aggregate 'ridges' was formed gradually on a scan area of 450 nm x 
450 nm, and fmally a second layer began to deposit.[79] Also, one can fmd in both 
layers, the overall orientation of such zigzag 'ridges' was quite unifonn and probably 
perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. 
From the experiments with collagen, fibrinogen and immunoglobulin G, it seems 
that such corrugation surface of biopolymers coating depends much on the bioactivities 
of the biopolymer monomers. However, such phenomenon is not that unique as we 
expected when we looked into more samples with and without bioactivities and might 
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have nothing with any self-aggregating properties of the involved polymers. 
Also in 1989, Drake and coworkers found that polyalaninc, an ammo acid 
polymer, dissolved in organic solvent (85% chloroform and 15% trifluoroacctic acid) 
could coat a washed microscope slide and tum out a com1gatcd surface structure that was 
imaged by AFM in Contact Mode with a force around 2 nN at a very small scale (3 .4 nm 
x 3.4 nm) on glass dry or covered with water.L78J However, they did not claim any 
polymer aggregates. It seems that in their work such surface was just coated with a 
monolayer of polymers and any single polymer chain could be resolved by AFM. But one 
can still fmd that the orientation of those zigzag 'chains' was quite uniform and likely 
perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. And they did mention that the polymer 
chains appeared to pack closer together without water. 
Although few researchers at that time were interested m the orientation of the 
aggregates on such corrugation surfaces of proteins, this puzzle was finally solved by Lea 
and coworkers in 1992.L80j They tried to imitate Drake's AFM work with fibrinogen [78J 
on mica. During their experiment, they did not add any thrombin to unmask 
polymerization sites from fibrinogen molecules. Instead, fibrinogen in pii 8.0 PBS was 
allowed to adsorb onto the mica in the fluid AFM cell for 5 min, then the protein solution 
was then exchanged for buffer. A force of 3 0 nN was applied on the AFM tip to scan an 
area of 2 1-1111 x 2 J.1111, and beautiful corrugation surface was also formed only on the scan 
area. To investigate the mechanism behind the corrugation surface, they also imitated 
Lin's work[79 j, but with another protein IgM, a mouse monoclonal anti11uorescyl 
antibody (clone 18-2-3), in PBS on mica. This protein is not fibrous, but globular. 
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However, they also found that very beautiful corrugation surface with zigzag 'strands' was 
created with appropriate force and the spacing between the strands must increase when 
the applied force increases. Something more interesting is that: when the AFM tip was 
scanning at a scan angle of 0°, the overall orientation of the 'strands' was perpendicular to 
the fast-scanning direction; however, when the AFM tip was scmming at a scan angle of 
45°, the overall orientation of the 'strands' was 4SO to the fast-scanning direction. 
In view of their experimental results, Lea a11d coworkers proposed the 'molecular 
broom' mechanism. Fig.4.4 represents the protein manipulation on a surface by a AFM tip 
in Contact Mode. In Fig.4.4, the AFM tip behaves as a "molecular broom" that sweeps 
individual proteins or small protein aggregates into larger piles in the fast-scanning 
direction. The individual proteins and protein aggregates exert a force, which can be 
broken down into horizontal and vertical components, on the sweeping tip, and the 
vertical components can definitely cause the cantilever bend. As we know, during the 
AFM sca1ming process in Contact Mode, the vertical force on the sample or the vertical 
bend of the cantilever is always maintained constant at a detectable level by a feedback 
loop and a vertical (Z-) piezoelectric actuator, which arc used to adjust the vertical 
separation between the AFM tip and the sample by moving the AFM cantilever or the 
sample (iJ1 Lea's experiment, the Z-piczoelcctric actuator was controlling the sample, but 
in our experiments, the Z-piezoclcctric achmtor was controlling the AFM cantilever). 
When the protein pile gets too large and its interaction with the surface increases above a 
critical value, the bend of the cantilever increases to a detectable level and the 
piezoelectric actuator will retract the sample (the AFM cantilever in our experiments), to 
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Figure 4.4 Schematic representation of protein manipulation on a surface by a 
AFM tip in Contact Mode. A: the AFM tip moving in the fast-scanning direction 
indicated by a horizontal anow begins sweeping the proteins across the surface, 
provided the vertical force exerted on the tip by the proteu1 is small. B: while the 
proteins begin to pile up, the interaction of the aggregates with the surface 
increases, producing a larger vertical force exerted on the cantilever. C: when the 
vertical force becomes sufficiently large to cause the cantilever bend, the feedback 
system retracts the piezoelectric crystal, as indicated by the downward anow, to 
maintau1 constant force. D: the piezoelectric crystal advances, as indicated by the 
upward anow, when the vertical force is diminished and the sweeping process 
begins again. [80] 
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maintain constant force and allow the AFM tip to slide over the aggregates. At this point, 
the AFM tip no longer pushes the aggregate. Once past the aggregates, the tip begins the 
sweeping process again. From this perspective, the AFM tip is working like a broom to 
pile small proteins up during the scanning proccss.[80] 
However, in order to polish Lea's 'molecular broom' mechanism, we have to take 
the contact geometry of the AFM tip and the sample into account here first. It was 
reported that, in Contact Mode, AFM does not just possess single-atom resolution. L 87] 
For a 20 nm radius silicon nitTide tip (sharp by AFM standards) exerting a InN load on a 
clean mica surface produces a contact area involving nearly 15 mica unit cells[87] 
(assuming the most widely used mica, 2MJ muscovite, with unit cell dimensions of a = 
5.2906 A, b = 9.0080 A on the basal planc[88]). And including adhesion makes the 
contact area even largcr,[87] which could up to 12 nm2 (0.9 nm x 0.9 nm x 15). For a 
sphere-plane contact geometry, like the contact geometry of the AFM tip and the sample, 
the contact area A is given by 
A = K X (R X L)213 ' 
where K can be taken as a constant for a simplified calculation, R is the radius of the 
sphere (the radius of the AFM tip curvature here) , and Lis the applied load.[87] 
In Lea's work, a vapor-deposited silicon nitride tip of radius about 60 nm was 
used. When they were working with IgM, a 4 nN of force was applied for a 0° scan in 
Contact Mode on an area around 3.0 ~m x 3.0 ~m. From the reference contact area (0.9 
nm x 0.9 nm x 15 by the tip of a 20 nm radius exerting a 1 nN load) and the equation 
above, we can simply guess that in Lea's work with IgM, the 60 11111 radius tip exerting a 4 
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nN load on sample's surface could create a contact area around 8.0 nm x 8.0 nm. Let's 
assume that the AFM scanned 256 lines in the slow-scanning direction as a normal AFM 
image resolution and thus for a 3.0 !J.m x 3.0 !J.m scan area, the step size in the slow-
scanning direction was around 12 mn (3000/256 nm). So, for such a specific Contact 
Mode scan, the contact area on two continual scan lines should not have much overlap, 
which was somewhat reflected in the discontiguous aggregates in Contact Mode images 
under that force. However, in Lea's work with fibrinogen, a force of 30 nN was applied 
on a 2.0 !J.m x 2.0 !lm scan area. In this case, from our assumption, the contact area 
between the tip and the sample was around 15.6 nm x 15.6nm while the step size in the 
slow-scanning direction was only about 7.8 nm. So, when they worked with fibrinogen 
the overlapping of the contact area on two continual scan lines was huge, and they 
created a really beautiful com1gation surface. [80] 
As we discussed before, in Lea's work, they pointed out the exact orientation of the 
protein aggregates will depend on the orientation of the facets of the cantilever tip 
relative to the fast-scanning direction. As shown in Fig.4.1 B, one can find that while at a 
scan angle of 0° or 90°, one facet of the AFM tip (facet I or IT) is sweeping proteins or 
aggregates toward the fast-scanning direction, which probably resulted in the zigzag 
'strands' with the overall orientation perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction in Lea's 
work. However, a really interesting issue about scanning at an angle of 45° is that the 
turnout orientation of the 'strands' was also 45° to the fast-scanning direction. As shown 
in Fig.4.1 B, at a scan angle of 45°, two facets of the AFM tip (facets I and IT) are 
sweeping proteins or aggregates in two perpendicular directions (±45° to the fast-
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scanning direction). Nevertheless, the results were quite reasonable if we look into the 
experimental details. In Lea's work with lgM, an 8 nN of force was applied on a 1. 7 11m x 
l. 7 11m scan area when the fast-scanning direction was 4SO. Based on our assumption, the 
contact area between the tip and the sample was around 1 0 run x 10 nm. As a matter of 
fact, this time the AFM was working in Constant Height Mode. They mentioned that 
protein perturbation would be greater for Constant Height Mode scanning than for 
Contact Mode scanning because the feedback loop was not so sensitive as in Contact 
Mode. So, in this case, the random forces exerted by the AFM tip on the sample could be 
frequently much bigger than 8 nN, which could definitely cause the contact area even 
bigger. In addition, for a scan size of 1.7 11111 x 1.7 ~Lm, the step size in the slow-scanning 
direction was only about 6.6 nm. Although during the scanning at an angle of 4SO, two 
facets of the AFM tip were sweeping proteins or aggregates in perpendicular directions, 
the overlap was huge for two continuous line scans along the slow-scanning direction, 
and proteins in half of the previously scanned area would be corrected to a perpendicular 
direction during the next line scan. So, the final protein morphology was probably just 
due to one facet's contribution. Tndccd, long 'strands' orientated 45° to the fast-scanning 
direction in Lea's work were in micrometer length, which was probably demonstrating the 
huge overlap during the scanning. 
Thus, the protein adsorption images obtained by AFM with Contact Mode present 
a dynamical picture composed from the spatially and temporally distinct interactions 
between the tip, protein, and surface. So far, Lea and coworkers explained the 
relationship between overall orientation of the IgM 'strands' on mica and the scan angle 
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very well. 
Following their idea, the z1gzag shape of the IgM 'strands' is also possible to 
explain. For example, at a scan angle of 0°, the AFM tip is pushing proteins or aggregates 
toward the fast-scanning direction that is arbitrarily dcfmcd as the x axis. For just one line 
scan, the AFM tip lays the first protein pile at a position along the x axis before the Z-
piezoelectric actuator retracts the sample (the AFM cantilever in our experiments), to let 
the tip pass the protein pile and start piling again. After the one line scan is finished, the 
AFM tip has laid many protein piles on that line and begins to scan the next line. If the 
contact area between the tip and the sample is small and the scanning step size between 
the two lines (i.e. along the slow-scanning direction) is big, there will not be any contact 
area overlapping between the two continual scans. So, for the second line scan, the first 
protein pile might not be laid by the AFM tip at the same position along the x axis as the 
first protein pile created during the previous line scan due to the local surface difference 
such as the protein density and the anisotropic substrate surface, and so do the other 
protein piles created later. In this case, only discrete small protein aggregates are expected 
on the two scanned lines . However, if the contact area between the tip and the sample is 
huge while the scanning step size along the slow-scanning direction is not so big, there 
could be overlapping between the two continual scans. Under these circumstances, the 
newly created protein piles in the second line scan will experience some additional 
frictions where it is touching the existing protein piles on the previous line although the 
newly created protein piles are reluctant to align themselves with the protein piles on the 
previous scan line along the x axis due to the local surface difference like the protein 
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coverage density as we discussed above. So, at the scan angle of 0°, the fmal turnout after 
many overlapping scans is a corrugated surface comprising many zigzag 'strands' and the 
overall orientation of such 'strands' is perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. 
In the following years after Lea's work, when scientists were investigating the 
surface morphology of many different polymers without any bioactivities with AFM, they 
found the same phenomenon as the IgM 'strands' on mica observed by Lea and 
coworkers. In 1994, Yano and coworkers used AFM to investigate the morphology of 
poly (N-methylpynole), a conducting polymer, on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(IIOPG) immediately after elcctropolymcrization.[8] They found under a force ranging 
from 5 nN to 30 nN, the AFM tip could easily pile the polymer up and form a 'lined 
pattern', and they noticed that when a stronger force was applied, the AFM tip moved 
more polymers together, and the 'lined pattern' became sparser, but the 'lines' turned out 
thicker. They claimed the weak adhesion between the polymer and HOPG was 
advantageous to modify the polymerized surface. 
Also in 1994, Goh and coworkers investigated the surface morphology of another 
polymer, polystyrene, on mica with AFM. [9] They used diluted polystyrene in benzene to 
deposit a thin film of polymer on mica. As soon as the solvent evaporated, a force around 
100 nN was applied on the AFM tip to scan the polymer film on mica. They found in a 
scan area of 2 f..Lm x 2 ~lm , the first scan showed a homogeneous and smooth surface with 
a roughness within 1 run. However, in the same area, when they kept scanning for 2 min, 
distinct oriented bundles appeared with a width about 50 nm and the whole area became 
corrugated. As the tip was allowed to scan for a longer time, they observed that the 
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aggregation process continued and that the bundles grew in size. They also studied 
polystyrene with different molecular weight and found no obvious changes in the 
dimensions and patterns of these bundles. They also reported the periodic sequence of 
such bundles and that the long axis of the bundles was perpendicular to the fast-scmming 
direction. Although they did not refer to the 'molecular broom' mechanism, they did 
conclude that the balance between tip-surface molecule forces versus surface molecule-
surface molecule forces, and particularly the plastic defonnation of surface molecules, are 
necessary to form such patterned surface. As a matter of fact, what they observed with 
polystyrene on mica was quite coincident with our AFM experiment with collagen dry 
samples on Si, and both the aggregation processes and the bundles size were quite 
similar, although the two species, collagen and polystyrene, are so different in chemical 
properties. 
In the same year, Nick and coworkers found that a spin-coated film of poly 
(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) copolymers on mica could also be modified into 
oriented bundles that were perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction only if the 
polymer coating procedure omitted the solvent removal steps so that the polymer film 
stayed in a soft and plastic state. [ 1 OJ This experiment confm11cd that reasonable balance 
of the forces between the AFM tip and polymers and the forces among polymer 
molecules, and plastic deformation of polymer molecules arc necessary to forn1 such 
orientated bundles. 
In our work presented above, the AFM tip was used to create patterned collagen-
coated Si surface both in air and under water. The molecular broom mechanism of the 
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AFM tip could be a perfect explanation to our experimental results. First, in our 
experiment, the AFM tip of a radius up to 50 nm exerted an 80 nN of force on a 2.5 11111 x 
2.5 ~un scan area of the dry sample and on a 5 11111 x 5 ~nn scan area of the wet sample 
while the fast-scanning direction was 0°. Based on our assumption, the contact area 
between the tip and the sample was around 20 nm x 20 nm. And all the AFM images 
taken in this experiment had a resolution of 256 scan lines along the slow-scru.ming 
direction, which makes the step size in the slow-scam1ing direction only 9.8 nm for the 
dry sample and 19.5 nm for the wet sample. From our calculation, even for the wet 
sample on such a large scan area, there was overlapping between the two continual line 
scans. For the dry sample on the small area, the overlapping between the two continual 
line scans was really huge. Indeed, at a scan angle of 0°, collagen bundles were formed on 
both dry and wet samples' surfaces, and overall orientation of the collagen bundles was 
perpendicular to the fast-scru.ming direction. Moreover, although such collagen bundles 
give a overall uniform orientation, every single bundle turns out a zigzag shape that is 
obviously a tip piling effect. More interestingly, one can fmd that, with the same scanning 
procedures, collagen bundles on the wet sample's surface were normally bigger in size 
but much less compact compared to the surface morphology of the dry sample. As we 
discussed, in Drake's work with polyalaninc washed microscope slide, the polymer 
'chains' (could be polymer aggregates) appeared to pack closer together on dry glass 
compared with water covered.l78J And Nick and coworkers also reported in their 
experiment solvent had to remain to get orientated bundles created by the AFM tip.llO] 
As Goh pointed out, the AFM scanning process was actually dominated by the forces 
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between the AFM tip and sample molecules (proteins or polymers), the forces between 
sample molecules and substrates' surface, and forces between sample molecules.[9] For 
the bundle creating experiment, one can find all the materials chosen were polymers or 
biopolymers like proteins. We might conclude that as long as we choose such soft, plastic 
materials to coat a substrate, the AFM tip could be used to create similar corrugation 
surface morphologies despite their different chemical properties. From this perspective, 
we might ignore the forces between sample molecules as long as the sample molecules 
are in a soft and plastic state when we are considering the AFM scanning process. So, in 
order to create a corrugation surface with a polymer or biopolymer coated substrate, 
reasonable force balance of the interaction between the AFM tip and sample molecules 
(proteins or polymers) and the interaction between sample molecules and substrates' 
surface is especially important. In our experiment, with a drop of water covered on the 
collagen coated Si surface, the friction (or adhesive force) on the interface between 
collagen molecules and Si surface was probably reduced, and compared to the dry 
sample, the same force applied on the AFM tip could more easily push collagen 
molecules away. So, finally, collagen bundles on the wet sample's surface were nom1ally 
bigger in size but much much sparser compared to the surface morphology of the dry 
sample. Even for the 'dry' sample (the sample was left in a laminar flow hood at room 
temperature for one day), there was likely still a fair number of water molecules around 
the collagen monomers. From all the observations, we might conclude that solvent choice 
is really important to reduce the friction on the interface between proteins (or polymers) 
and the substrates, and solvents might also be important to keep proteins (or polymers) in 
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a soft, plastic state. 
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Figure 4.5 Schematic representation of the response of an AFM cantilever 
to different scan angles in Contact Mode at the same force applied on the tip. 
When the tip is scanning a sample, the objects the tip is touching exert a 
force, which can be broken down into horizontal and vertical components on 
the sweeping tip, and the vertical components can cause the cantilever bend. 
A: when the tip is scanning a sample at a scan angle 0°, only facet I sweeps 
objects along the fast-scanning direction, the ve11ical force components from 
the objects on the facet I can only cause the cantilever a vertical bend. B: 
when the tip is scmming the sample at the same force but at a scan angle 90°, 
only facet l1 sweeps objects along the fast-scmming direction, and the same 
vertical force components from the objects on the facet l1 can actually cause 
the cantilever both a vertical bend and a lateral twist because of the 
geometrical asymmetry of facet l1 to the AFM cantilever. 
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In order to confirm the molecular broom mechanism of the AFM tip, we did more 
experiments to prove it. First, we conducted another AFM experiment to scan the 
collagen coated Si surface under ultrapure water in Contact Mode at both a scan angle of 
oo and 90°. As we discussed, during the AFM scanning process in Contact Mode, the 
vertical bend of the cantilever is always maintained constant at a detectable level by a 
feedback loop and the Z-piezoelectric actuator. As shown in Fig.4.5 , while the AFM tip 
scans the protein sample at a scan angle of 0°, only facet I sweeps proteins forward. As 
we discussed in Fig.4.4, proteins exert a force, which can be broken down into horizontal 
and vertical components, on the facet I of the swcepi11g tip, and the vertical force 
components can absolutely cause a vertical bend of the cantilever. However, while the 
AFM tip scans protein sample at the same force at a scan angle of 90°, only facet II 
sweeps proteins along the fast-scanning direction and the same vertical force components 
will be exerted on the facet II of the sweeping tip. However, because of the geometrical 
asymmetry of facet II to the AFM cantilever, the vertical force components on the facet II 
actually cause both a vertical bend and a lateral twist of the cantilever. However, the 
feedback loop only responds to the vertical bend of the AFM cantilever. So, from this 
point of view, the AFM feedback loop is not of the same sensitivity to the force between 
the AFM tip and sample molecules while the AFM tip is scanning at different fast-
scanning directions. When comparing these two fast-scanning directions at the same 
force, one would expect that protein perturbation would be greater for the scan angle of 
90° than at a scan angle of 0°. 
In this experiment, a new sample was made as mentioned in the experimental 
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procedures before and was then put into a laminar flow hood at room temperature for one 
day. The Si wafer surface was covered with 50 pl ultrapure water before scanning with 
AFM. We scanned an area of 5 11111 x 5 11m first with Contact Mode at a force around 80 
nN and a scan angle of oo twice and Fig.4.6 A shows the final topographic image. Then 
we aimed the AFM in a new area of 5 11m x 5 11m and also scmmed with Contact Mode at 
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Figure 4.6 AFM topographic images (Contact Mode) of patterned collagen bundles 
created on Si wafer coated with 30 pg/ml collagen under water. A force of m·ound 80 
nN was used to create patterns on the coated surface in two different areas both of 5 
,um x 5 pm. The patterned collagen bundles were created by two continuous scans. 
A: the bundles were created at a scan angle of 0°; B: the btmdles were created at a 
scan angle of 90°. The fast-scatming directions are indicated by white arrows and the 
line-scan height spectra are shown below. 
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a force around 80 nN twice but at a scan angle of 90°. Fig.4.6 B shows the AFM 
topographic image of the second scan. It is not hard to find that in both AFM images, the 
surfaces turned out a cormgation morphology consisting of collagen bundles, that such 
bundles were of a zigzag shape with a unifonn overall orientation perpendicular to the 
fast-scanning direction. In Fig.4.6 A, on average, the bundles are around 2.0 nm in height 
and 160 nm in width, and the space between such bundles were around 180 nm; however, 
in Fig.4.6 B, collagen bundles are of an average height around 3.0 nm and an average 
width about 280 nm in width, and the space between such bundles were around 180 nm. 
Although we did not observe the space between bundles become wider after we changed 
the scan angle from 0° to 90°, which was probably due to the local density of collagen 
molecules on the Si wafer, we did find the bundles formed at a scan angle of 90° were 
much thicker than those fonned at a scan angle of 0°. 
After we checked the influence of scan angle on the bundle pattern formation, we 
continued our AFM experiment with Contact Mode at different applied forces on the tip. 
We used the same sample above but started the scan under ultrapure water in a new area. 
Our results were shown in Fig.4.7. First, we scanned an area of 5 f.!m x 5 fllll (area I 
shown in Fig.4.7 A) twice at a force around 80 nN and a scan angle of oo to create a 
bundle pattern. Then we focused on a smaller area of2 .5 fllll x 2.5 f.!m within area I (area 
IT shown in Fig.4.7 A) and scanned just once at a force around 800 nN and also a scan 
angle of 0°. After that, we aimed the AFM on an adjacent new area of 5 fllll x 5 flm (area 
lU shown in Fig.4.7 A) at a force armmd 80 nN but at a scan angle of 90° and scanned 
twice to create a new bundle pattem. Then, a smaller middle area of 2.5 flm x 2.5 f.!m in 
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area Ill (area IV shown in Fig.4.7 A) was scanned just once at a force around 150 nN and 
a scan angle of90°. Finally, we scanned a larger area of around 15 ~Lm x 15 ~m including 
all scann ed area before, with Contact Mode at only a force around 30 nN and a scan angle 
of 90° just once to get the whole image. In Fig.4. 7 A, one can sec, in area I, there are some 
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Figure 4.7 AFM topographic images (Contact Mode) of patterned collagen 
bundles created on Si wafer coated with 30 ~g/ml collagen under water. A: a force 
of around 80 nN was used to scan area I twice at a scan angle of oo to create 
pattemed collagen bundles . After that, a force of around 800 nN was used to scan 
area I1 just once at a scan angle 0°. Then, a force of around 80 nN was applied to 
scan area Ill twice at a scan angle of 90° to create patterned collagen bundles in 
another direction. And then, a force of around 150 nN was used to scan area IV 
just once at a scan angle of 90°. Finally, the image A was taken at a force around 
30 nN and a scan angle of 90° in a large area including area I, IT, Ill, and IV. The 
same area was scanned for 30 min at the same force and the same scan angle, B 
was the last image taken. The scan angle 90° is indicated by the white arrows. 
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patterned bundles that are perpendicular to the scan angle 0°. However, in area II, bundles 
were totally erased and the bare Si surface was exposed. In area ill, one can find collagen 
btmdlcs were perpendicularly aligned with the ones in area I because of a perpendicular 
scan angle. It seems that collagen bundles in area ill are bigger in size than that in area I. 
And it is not surprising to find in area IV, the bundles are even bigger than the ones 
sunounding them because much stronger force was applied on that area. collagen bundles 
in area N are of the same orientation as that in area Ill since both areas were scanned 
with the same scan angle. And the other area in Fig.4.7 A is much flatter compared to area 
I, II, ill, and N . Image analysis shows that collagen bundles in area I are around 2.0 nm 
in height and 160 nm in width; bundles in area ill are around 3.0 nm in height and 280 
nm in width; bundles in area N arc around 6.0 nm in height and 300 nm in width; 
however, in the other area, the rouglmcss is less than 1 nm. In the following experiment, 
we kept scmming the larger area of around 15 f.lm x 15 f.lm including area I, II, III, and 
IV, with Contact Mode at the same force around 30 nN and the same scan angle of 90° for 
30 min. Fig.4.7 B is the image taken by the last scan. One can find in Fig.4.7 B, area I, II, 
III, and N remain with similar morphologies, but in the outer area, patterned collagen 
bundles were formed finally and the orientation of the bundles arc perpendicular to the 
scan angle 90°. The bundles in the outer area arc of an average size about ] .5 run in 
height and 270 nm in width; but bundles in area I, II, III, and N maintain the same size 
as that in Fig.4.7 A, which might imply that a force around 30 nN is strong enough to 
create new bundles, but that force is not so stTong to reshape the existing bundles. 
From the experiment above, we found that with different forces applied by the 
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AFM tip, we created pattemed collagen bundles with different sizes with designed 
orientation and we could even erase the created bundles with large force. In the following 
experiment, we tried to switch operation modes between Contact Mode and AC Mode to 
investigate how much force was required to reshape created bundles. We did that because 
in AC Mode, the AFM tip can cause little damage to the proteins on the scmmed area if 
the driving amplitude is kept as small as possible. So, compared to Contact Mode images, 
AC Mode images are better to compm·e the similarity of the shaped and reshaped 
corrugated surfaces. A new sample was made as mentioned in the experimental 
procedures before. The collagen coated Si wafer surface was covered with 50 rd ultrapure 
water before scanning. 
First, an area of 5 ~tm x 5 ~m was scanned twice in Contact Mode at a force 
around 80 nN with a scan angle of 90° to create the pattcmcd bundles shown in Fig.4.8 A. 
Such bundles are around 3.0 nm in height and 270 nm in width. Then another image 
shown in Fig.4.8 B was taken in AC Mode in the same area as soon as the bundles were 
formed. One can find linages in Fig.4.8 A and B m·e quite similar if we move objects in 
Fig.4.8 B 1 ~un upward, which was probably due to the Si wafer's slight shifting when the 
AFM was relocating the same imaging area on the Si surface. The size of the bundles in 
Fig.4.8 B arc a little bigger in size: the average height is around 3.5 n111 and average 
width is arow1d 300 11111, which is quite reasonable because in AC Mode, the bundles 
were measured in a more gentle way. After taking the AC Mode image, we applied a 
force of 80 nN in Contact Mode again on the same area but at a scan angle of 0° to 
reshape the existing patterned bundles. As soon as one scan was fmished, we took 
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Figure 4.8 AFM topographic images of patterned collagen bundles created on 
Si wafer coated with 30 jtg!ml collagen m1der water. A: Contact Mode image of 
the second scan at a force around 80 nN and a scan angle of 90°. B: AC Mode 
image of the same area of A after the second Contact Mode scan in A. C: AC 
Mode image after another Contact Mode scan at a force around 80 nN but a 
scan angle of 0° on the same area following the operation in B. D: AC Mode 
image after 20 min Contact Mode scan at a force around 80 nN and a scan angle 
of 0° on the same area following the operation in C. The scan angle 90° is 
indicated by the white arrows. 
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another AC Mode image in that area, which was shown in Fig.4.8 C. Compared to the 
bundles in Fig.4.8 B, bundles in Fig.4.8 C kept the original shape and overall orientation, 
but they became much slitmncr. It seems that a force of 80 nN at a scan angle of oa was 
not strong enough to severely change the existing bundles' shape, but some proteins were 
really picked away by the tip. After the second AC Mode image was taken, the same area 
was continuously scanned in Contact Mode at the 80 nN force and the scan angle of 0° 
for 20 min. And then, the final AC Mode image was taken and was shown in Fig.4.8 D. 
Compared to Fig.4.8 B, some bundles were still there while the others disappeared. 
However, the remaining bundles kept the shape and orientation, but they became thicker 
again . So far, we did not observe any new bundles perpendicular to the original ones. We 
might conclude that at a force around 80 nN and a scan angle of 0°, the AFM tip can not 
reshape the existing big bundles, but the tip could redistribute the smaller aggregates by 
attaching them to the bigger ones. 
We also tried to enhance the applied force to continue our investigation on the 
reshaping experiment. We started our experiment with the same sample used above at a 
new area. This time, a force of 200 nN was always applied in Contact Mode on the AFM 
tip. Fig.4.9 shows the results of the reshaping experiment. In Fig.4.9 A, on an area of 5 
IJ.m x 5 !J.m, patterned bundles were created in Contact Mode at a force of 200 nN and a 
scan angle of 90° by scmming the area twice. Fig.4.9 B is the AC Mode image of the 
newly created bundles on that area. Then the same force of 200 nN was applied on the tip 
in Contact Mode again on the same area but at a scan angle of 0° to reshape the existing 
pattemed bundles. Fig.4 .9 C is the AC Mode image after the first 0° angle Contact Mode 
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Figmc 4.9 AFM topographic images of patterned collagen bundles created on 
Si wafer coated with 30 pg/ml collagen under water. A: Contact Mode image 
of the second scan at a force around 200 nN and a scan angle 90°. B: AC Mode 
image of the same area of A after the second Contact Mode scan in A . C: AC 
Mode image after another Contact Mode scan at a force around 200 nN but a 
scan angle of 0° in the same area fo llowing the operation in B. D: AC Mode 
image after 20 min Contact Mode scan at a force around 200 nN and a scan 
angle of 0° on the same area following the operation in C. The scan angle 90° 
is defined by the white arrows. 
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reshaping. Then, the whole area was continuously scatmed in Contact Mode at the force 
of 200 nN and the scan angle of 0° for 20 min, and the final AC Mode image was shown 
in Fig.4.9 D. 
First, let's take a look at Fig.4.9 A. Compared to Fig.4.8 A, a stronger force on the 
tip created bigger bundles: collagen bundles in Fig.4.9 A are on average around 7 nm in 
height and 450 nm in width. And as expected, in Fig.4.9 B , such bundles were quite 
similar to those in Fig.4.9 A in shape and overall orientation but appeared even bigger in 
size: on average 9 nm in height and 550 nm in width. After one 0° Contact Mode 
reshaping, in Fig.4.9 C, one can find that the morphology changed a lot, and no bundles 
remained the original shape although the overall orientation of the bundles did not change 
much compared to that in Fig.4.9 B. The bundles in Fig.4.9 C are on average higher but 
naiTowcr than that in Fig.4.9 B. It seems that with a larger force applied, the AFM tip can 
reshaping the existing bundles more easily. After AFM kept reshaping that area in 
Contact Mode at the force of 200 nN and the scan angle of 0° for 20 min, in Fig.4.9 D, 
one can find that the original created bundles were totally erased, and that the newly 
created bundles tend to be aligned perpendicularly with the ones in Fig.4.9 A. In view of 
our results with a larger force applied, we might draw the conclusion that the AFM tip 
can easily reshape the existing big bundles at a force around 200 nN. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In sum, in our experiments we successfully applied and tested the 'Molecular 
Broom' mechanism of the AFM tip to create pattemed collagen bundles on a collagen 
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coated Si wafer. In order to create patterned collagen bundles, AFM Contact Mode was 
applied on both the dry samples and the samples covered with water. But for the samples 
covered with water, both Contact Mode and AC Mode were switched frequently in the 
same spot to investigate the pattern formation on that area. Our experimental results 
demonstrated that in AFM Contact Mode at an appropriate force ranging from 30 nN to 
200 nN at a scan angle of 0° or 90°, created bundles are of zigzag shape, but the overall 
orientation of the bundles was perpendicular to the fast-scanning direction. A stronger 
force applied on the AFM tip can definitely create bigger bundles in size; while with 
water covering the coated Si surface, bigger patterned bundles were created at the same 
force compared to the dry collagen coated smfacc. Under water, a force no weaker than 
200 nN could easily reshape the existing bundles and a force around 800 nN just erased 
all collagen aggregates on the scanned area. Since our method was based on the precise 
control of the force on the AFM tip to shape collagen monomers or collagen aggregates 
on the collagen coated Si surface, we may call this method a 'top down' method for 
creating collagen coated corrugation surface. Since we can use the AFM tip to precisely 
manipulate collagen molecules into desired morphologies, we believe this 'top down' 
method for shaping collagen coated surface is of huge potential application for the cell 
adhesion studies, for the coating of cell culture flasks and dishes, and for tissue 
engineering products. 
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Appendix 
-----Light Scattering Methods 
A.l Introduction 
Light scattering measurements allow us to detect structures in solution, 
complementing the surface-bound measurements of AFM. In light scattering experiment 
a beam of laser light impinges on a sample and is scattered into all directions (see 
11. 
1 
Figure A.l Light of polarization ni and wave vector lq is scattered m all 
directions. Only scattered light of wave vector kr and polarization nr arrives at the 
detector. The scattering vector q= ki - kf is defined by the geometry. Since the 
scattered wave has essentially the same wavelength as the incident wave, kr :::::: ki= 
(2nn/1-), it follows from the law of cosines that q= 2kisin(8/2). 
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Fig.A.1 ). A detector is aligned toward the geometrical center of sample cell and has an 
angle 0 with the laser beam. We can rotate the detector to cany out our scattering 
experiments at different angles. Or we can move the laser source. In our experiment, we 
usc a stepper motor and a self-written Lab VIEW program to control the laser precisely to 
the right angle and to collect and analyze the scattering data. 
We can define scattering vector q (we have to use it later) according to the 
scattering geometry as shown in Fig.A.1: l1 ,2] 
g = k; - kr (1) 
Where k; and kr arc wave vectors, pointing respectively in the directions of propagation of 
the incident wave and the wave that reaches the detector. The angle between k; and kr is 
the scattering angle 0. The magnitudes of k; and kr arc respectively 2rm/ A.; and 2rcn/A.r, 
where A; and A.r arc the wavelengths in vacuum of the incident and scattered light and rz is 
the refractive index of the scattering sample. Usually the difference between the 
wavelengths of the incident and scattered light in the scattering process is negligible. so 
we can assume: 
And, according to cosines law, 
q2 = I kr - k;l2 = 4k?sin2(0/2) or q = ( 4nn/A.;)sin(0/2) (2) 
When light impinges on a macromolecule in the solution, light is scattered by its 
interaction with the electrons of the macromolecule.l3] The oscillating electric field of 
the light causes a vibration on the electrons and turns them into oscillating dipoles. Then 
these dipoles reemit radiation. As the electrons in the macromolecule are moving sources 
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of radiation due to their Brownian motion in the solution, the intensity and frequency of 
the radiation are shifted lower or higher depending on its velocity and direction relative to 
the detector (sec Fig.A.2). 
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Figure A.2 Light scattering intensity fluctuations from a small detection volume in 
a time range of 0.1 s. 
For macromolecules or large particles, the polarizability is enormous by 
comparison to that of solvent molecules and they move much more slowly than solvent 
molecules. So, a macromolecule or large particle will contribute a slowly fluctuating 
field, which is separable from the solvent motion. Usually, the Brownian motion induced 
scattered light intensity fluctuations of macromolecules or large particles are in the 
microsecond time range (in our calibration experiment, we used spherical particles with 
diameter range from 100 run to 2 ftm). Moreover, for large molecules or particles, 
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intramolecular interference is huge and the scattered light will probably contain 
information about molecular shape. 
Generally, light scattering can be divided into static light scattering and dynamic 
light scattering. The difference between them lies in the time range domain. Usually, 
dynamic light scattering scattering intensity is measured in the microsecond scale; but, 
static light scattering intensity is measured in the second scale. 
A.2 Time-correlation function and Dynamic light scattering 
A.2.1 Time-correlation function 
In light scattering experiments, the incident light field is so weak that the system 
can be assumed to respond linearly to it. The response of an equilibrium system to this 
weak incident field (frequency shifts, polarization changes, etc.) due to its interaction 
with the system can be worked out in terms of time cmTelation functions of dynamical 
variab lcs. [ 4] 
Time correlation functions have been familiar for a long time in the theory of 
noise and stochastic proccsscs.[5] In recent years they have become very useful in many 
areas of statistical physics and spectroscopy.[6-8] Time conclation functions provide a 
concise method for describing how a dynamical property is correlated over a period of 
time. 
We can assume that a property A in a system depends on the positions and 
momenta of all the particles in the system. Because of their thennal motions the particles' 
positions and momenta arc always changing, and so is the property of A. Although the 
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particles are always moving according to Newton's laws, their very number makes their 
motion appear to be somewhat random. The property A(t) will look like a noise signal as 
shown in Fig.A.3 . 
A(t) 
0 
TIME 
Figure A.3 The property of A(t) fluctuates in time as the molecules move around in 
the fluid. The time axis is divided into discrete intervals, L\t, and the time average 
<A> is assumed to be zero for convenience.[1] 
However, the infinite time average of <A> should be reliable and independent of 
the initial measuring time. 
<A> = lim ~ fdt A(t) when T - HXJ (3) 
where T is the time over which A(t) is averaged. 
The noise signal A(t) in Fig.A.3 displays the following features: the property A 
at two times, t and t + 'I, can in general have different values so that A(tn) :;iA(t). · 
Nevertheless when 'I is very small compared to times typifying the fluctuations in A, A 
(tn ) will be very close to A(t). As 'I increases the deviation of A(t+"I) from A(t) is more 
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obvious. Thus in some sense we can say that value A(t-h) is conelated with A(t) when -c 
is small but that this cmTclation is lost as T becomes large compared with the period of 
fluctuations . A measure of this correlation is the autoconclation function of the property 
A, which is defined by: 
<A(O)A(-c)> = lim ~ f oTdt A(t)A(t+ T) when T -HXJ (4) 
Actually, in our experiments, a program in our computer computes time-
correlation functions of the scattered field in a discrete manner. Of course m any 
experimental determination the averaging is done over a finite time average. 
Suppose that the time axis in Fig.A.3 is divided into discrete intervals f... t, and the 
property A varies very little over the time interval f...t, such that t = j .0-t; T = nf...t; T = Nf...t 
and t-h=(j+n)f...t. From the dcfmition of the integral Eq.3 and Eq.4 can be approximated 
by 
<A> ~ lim _!__ IAi T - Hx:J 
T 
<A(O)A(-c)> ~ lim ~ IAi Aj+n T oo 
(5) 
where Ai is the value of the property at the begilming of fb interval. 
(6) 
Now consider the case <A(O)A(T)> varies according to different T, To Eq .6, if 
FO, A/ 2:: 0 and all tcm1s in the sum Eq.6 arc nonnegative. However, i11 Fig.A.3 we can 
sec the noise signal A(t) fluctuates to be positive or negative from time to time. If T > 0, 
many of the tem1s in the sum Eq.6 are negative; Consequently, this sum will involve 
some cancellation between positive and negative terms. So, we can conclude 
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<A(O? 2: <A(O)A(c)> or (7) 
Thus the autocorrelation function of A would decays from its initial value, which 
is a maximum, if A is not independent of all times c, in which case A is a constant of 
motion. 
However, for times c large compared to the characteristic time typifying the 
fluctuation of A, A(t) and A(t+t) are expected to become totally uncorrelated; thus 
lim <A(O)A(c)> = <A(O)> <A(c)> = <A>2 when T~oo (8) 
So we can see the time-correlation function of a nonperiodic property decays 
from <A2> to <A>2 eventually. And in many applications the autocorrelation function 
I 
I 
4 ;:..2 - ~ - - ~ ~ 1.- - -- -- -·- --- =---~-,_ __ 
u I 
I 
I 01..........--..J...-------------.. 
Figure A.4 The time correlation function <A(O)A('r)>. Initially this function is 
<A2>. For the time very long compared to the correlation time, TA, the correlation 
function decays to <A>2. 
decays like a single exponential as shown in Fig.A.4. We can describe the exponential 
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function: 
<A(O)A(c)> = {<A2> - <A>2} exp(-c!tA) + <A>2 (9) 
So, the autoconelation fimction is a measure of the similarity between two 
signals A(t) and A(t+c). When 1: = 0, the two signals arc completely in phase with each 
other and <A(O)A(1:)> is the largest; as 1: i11creases, A(t) and A(t+c) get out of phase with 
each other and the autoconelation function <A(O)A(1:)> becomes to decay. 
A.2.2 Dynamic Light scattering 
In light scattering experiments, the detector usually is a phototubc. As we know, 
a phototubc is a squared law detector, its instantaneous current output is proportional to 
the square of the incident electric field I(t)oc I E(t) 1 2.[9] In other words, the square of the 
electric field is proportional to the i11tensity of light (or in quantum language, the number 
of photons). Consider I(t'), the number of photons aniving at the detector at the time 
il1terval t' from the initialized time. The correlation function is built by multiplying the 
number of photons from two successive time i11tervals and storing the result. So, we can 
get the correlation function ofl(t'+t) as shown in Fig.A.5 : 
G(t)=<I(t')I(t'+t)> (1 0) 
At the limits mentioned in time-conelation fimction section, 
lim G(t)=<l(t')2> (t---+0) 
lim G(t)=<I(t)>2 (t--+oo) 
Finally, we can get the eqution: 
G(t)=(<I(t/ > - <I(t)>2) Exp(-th ) + <I(t)>2 (11) 
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Figure A.5 An autoconelation function for small monodispersed particles. 
The characteristic decay time " can be used to determine the particle's 
translational diffusion coefficient, Dr, which in turn is related to the size of the particle. 
ll ,3 J 
As mentioned above, the scattering vector q can be determined by the scattering 
geometry: 
q = 4n no sin(0/2)/A. 
whi le Dr is related to the hydrodynamic radius (Rh) by the Stokes-Einstein relationship 
llO, ll j: 
where ks is the Boltzman constant and 11 is the solvent viscosity . 
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In Table A.1 are listed the data about the characteristic decay time c of 
monodispcrsc samples with different sizes of particles. 
c--
R (um) c (ms) 
0.1 2.16 
0.3 7.11 
f--· 
0.5 11.9 
2 47.4 
Table A. 1 The theoretical calculation of the characteristic decay time " for 
monodispersc samples with different sizes particles (The conditions: T = 295 K; TJ = 
0.001 Pa.s; n =1; '"A= 635 nm; 8 = 90°). 
0 
What we discussed about the dynamic light scattering and time-correlation 
function is somewhat simplified and more details arc omitted. For example, Eq.l3 can be 
be directly used to determined the size of monodisperse samples. For the polydisperse 
samples, we can only obtain the average size of the particles. However, combining 
certain mathematical programs, we can carry out multi-exponential fit to obtain the size 
distribution of the particles for bimodal or multimodal samples. In order to get the shape 
of the non-sphere particles, we can combine the static light scattering method to detect 
the geometries of the particles. 
A.3 Static Light Scattering 
For polymers, light scattering intensity integrated over a period of time of seconds 
or more varies with the measurement angle and concentration[12] according to 
K. c!Re = li(MPe) + 2Azc (14) 
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where, 
K = { 4rr.Zni (dnldc)2}/(NA/.} ) (15) 
R o = d-/sin20z (!sil o) (16) 
c represents concentration, Io is the intensity of the incident light. I, is the scattered light 
intensity; 8z is the measurement angle relative to vertical axis; d is the sample-detector 
distance; no is the refractive index of solvent; n is the refractive index of the solution; and 
dn/dc is the change in refractive index of solution as a function of solute concentration, 
and can be taken as a constant for specific solute and solvent; A2 is the second viral 
coefficient accounting for interparticle interaction; M is the molecular weight, and 
Po = I,,o!I,,o=o 
is the intra-particle structure factor. 
Po can be evaluated by[ 13] 
(17) 
P a-;::::, 1- {(16 n2no2Rg2)/(3t-?)}sin2(8/2) (18) 
where Rg is the radius of gyration. 
Since the concentration dependence is negligible (A2-;::::,0), by subtitution Eq.18 in, 
Eq. 15 can be simplified to: 
1/I, = AIMw + {16An2no2Rg2sin2(0/2)}/(3Mwt-?) (19) 
where A is a constant. Plotting 1/I, against sin\012), a linear relationship is expected. 
Dividing the slope by the intercept, Rg can be calculated: 
Slope/Intercept = (16n2no2Rg2) / ( 3t-?) (20) 
So we can get the gyration radius of the particle Rg. This argument can be 
extended to spherical non-polymer particles of radius Rg. 
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Another important parameter we can get from static light scattering is the structure 
factor Po. In order to get gyration radius Rg, we used the approximation Eq.l8. However 
' 
here we can get om experimental results directly fi·om 
Po= I,,o/I,,o~o 
First, plot 1/I, versus sin2(8/2) and fit it. Then Is,e~ocan be obtained by extrapolating 
to 8=0. So, we can eventually get a series of experimental results of Is,SIIs,e~o at different 
angles. 
The theoretical expectations for P according to several model geometries are 
listed below for a sphere(radius R), infinitely thin rod (length, L), and Gaussian coil, 
respectively:[ 14, 15] 
Pq(q.R) = {3/(q.R3)[sin(q.R)-q.R.cos(q.R)]} 2 (21) 
Pq(q.L) = {2/(q.L)}foqL(sin 8z/Oz)dBz-[(2/q.L)sin(q.L12W (22) 
Pq(q.Rg) = {2 /(q.Rg)4 [exp(-q2.R/ )+(q.R/ -1] (23) 
So we can plot the theoretical P versus q.R ( or q.L or q.Rg) for different model 
geometries first (see Fig.A.6). Then the experimental results of P can also be plotted 
along for comparing. So far, we can tell the particles' geometry from the similarity to the 
theoretical curves. 
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Figure A.6 The theoretical P, for different geometries (a, Sphere; b, coil; c, rod). 
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